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Executive Overview
Retaining students in higher education is a key policy initiative within Australia, with the
Australian government commiting to a performance funding framework linked to student
satisfaction and graduate employment from 2020 (Tehan, 2019). Rates of persistence vary
across universities and student populations, with the attainment rate in regional Australia
being half or less when compared to their urban contemporaries (Hill & Perkins, 2018).
According to a Government commissioned report (TEQSA, 2017) half of all registered
university providers have an attrition rate in excess of 25% of the entire first year
population, with an average departure rate of 20% recorded across the sector. However,
attrition does not only occur in the first year of study and students have indicated that these
thoughts of departure pursue them throughout their university careers. For example,
Coates and Ransom (2011) report that 26% of first-in-family students considered departure
in the first year of study but that this increased to 34% for students in later years.
Research in the field of university retention has largely focussed on the complexities of
attrition rather than the nature of persistence. Aljohani’s (2016) review of literature in the
field across Australia, UK, US, Europe and Arabia found that most early research was mainly
concerned with identifying predictability factors of attrition based on common student
characteristics. These foci have shifted to include broader sociological, educational and
organisational factors that may impact on departure decisions but the focus of much
research remains on the ‘why’ of departure rather than the rationale for staying. In shifting
attention to those students who may have been considered of ‘at-risk’ of early departure
and exploring how they have successfully managed to reach graduation, this research
arguably contributes additional understanding to this field.
While all the participants in this study identified as being the first in their families to attend
university, this was not the only characteristic that defined this group. Instead , these
participants were derived from a diverse range of backgrounds and also, equity
classifications that all arguably impacted on their university experience. Indeed, this study
offered a unique opportunity to explore how learners who are intersected by a variety of
demographic factors enact persistence in higher education.
The term ‘intersectionality’ was coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989 to understand
contributors to social inequity such as race and gender bias. Since then it has expanded ‘to
include multiple aspects of people’s identities, such as race, Indigeneity, gender, class, age,
ability/disability’ (Delahunty, 2018). This research certainly reflected the complexity of
people’s lived experiences; realities which are multi-faceted and cannot be understood in
isolation from other factors that shape them.
Using intersectionality as a frame has enabled a far greater insight into what is both unique,
but also commonly experienced, by people who are first in their families at university. As
Delahunty (2018) states, ‘These narratives are rarely just about being ‘first-in-family’ –
rather they are multi-dimensional, reflecting some of the impacts of intersectionality on the
experience of learning, but also on persistence in higher education studies, in spite of
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challenges’. To illustrate, some of the participants spoke of giving back to family and
community as a motivating factor, sometimes despite geographical remoteness which limits
easy access to university, and often includes hours of travel to attend. Others revealed an
incredible determination to overcome seemingly insurmountable barriers to a university
education which for some included low levels of literacy, numeracy or lack of schooling. Still
others persevered when it perhaps would have been easier not to, as this young woman
articulated:
Success to me means not giving up. I class myself as a successful student because
despite the challenges life has thrown at me-too single parent, no income, away from
family, another baby, postnatal depression, I've not yet ever handed in a late
assignment or failed a subject. I just keep going
(Female Survey respondent, 26-30, 5th year+, Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander
Student, Rural/Isolated)
In summary, this research situates the act of successful persistence as central to better
understanding why some students may leave university early but equally recognises that
perisisting in, and of, itself can be difficult, emotional work. Foregrounding the capabilities
and capitals that students themselves reflected upon can, however, potentially inform the
nature and scope of interventions designed to assist learners during their movement through
the HE environment. Based on interviews and surveys conducted across the Australian
university sector, students in the final year of their studies articulated in narratives and
vignettes, what it was that had enabled them to persist and reach the end of their degrees.
Analysis of the data led to the creation of a capital/capabilities persistence framework
which both details the ways in which students achieved what they valued and the
‘conversion factors’ needed to enact this opportunity. To better contextualise the list and to
highlight the ways in which students themselves considered their persistence, this framing
paper explains the research project that underpins this persistence framework as well as
situating it within existing scholarly research and literature. Finally, the paper offers some
examples of practical applications that could be implemented to support persistence, this
practical applicability will be further developed in Stage Two of this project in 2020.
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Introduction
This document outlines the theoretical and methodological processes that underpinned the
development of a capabilities and capitals-based framework (or matrix) that focusses on
how first-in-family students persist at university. This project was funded by the Australian
Research Council (DP170100705) and its overall objective has been to increase
understanding of how students persist at university in order to provide targeted support for
those individuals considering departure, particularly those from educationally
disadvantaged or ‘equity’1 groups. The project builds upon related findings that have
outlined how first-in-family students utilise existing cultural, familial and knowledge capitals
during their transition into, and engagement with, university (for example O’Shea, 2018,
2016; O’Shea, May, Stone, & Delahunty, 2017; O’Shea, Stone, Delahunty & May, 2018) as
well as related studies on experiences of higher education participation for Indigenous
students (Harwood, Chandler & O’Shea, 2014-2018) and rural/remote students (O’Shea,
Southgate, Jardine & Delahunty, 2018).
The research drew on narrative inquiry methodology to foreground the embodied nature of
this university experience for the first in family cohort. Broadly, the project was informed by
sociological perspectives (Bourdieu, 1986) combined with philosophical understandings of
social justice (Nussbaum, 2006; Sen, 1992), in order to provide rich insight into what
individuals ‘actually do’ (or the capabilities and freedoms able to be accessed) that enables
persistence at university. It was this in-depth understanding that has underpinned the
development of the first capabilities–informed framework that will inform approaches to
university student retention.
This framing paper details how this study’s methodology and theoretical underpinnings
provided the scope for the development of this framework and is intended to provide
context for end users, it could also be usefully applied to similar studies in the field which
are developing a methodology or theoretical framing (with acknowledgement!). This
overview deals will some relatively complex theories and also details the various stages of
the research design and data analysis, as a result not all sections will interest a broad
readership and for this reason, most sections can be read in isolation and the reader is
encouraged to dip in and out at their discretion.

Theoretical Background
…theory is important because it provides us with the frameworks to make
sense of complex phenomena. (Bowman, 2010, p.3)
Understanding the reasons why people persist at university is complicated and so in order
to do justice to the rich data that was collected as part of this study, I have combined the
work of Sen and Bourdieu to consider how it is that students themselves consider this act of

1

There are currently six targeted equity groups in Australia, including people from i) low socioeconomic
backgrounds, 2) rural and isolated areas, 3) non-English speaking backgrounds as well as 4) women in nontraditional areas of study, 5) Indigenous peoples and 6) those with a disability.
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persistence. This theoretical fusion will be summarily decribed in this document but further
expanded upon in upcoming publications.
Wilson-Strydom (2015) defines two ways in which the capabilities approach can assist in
understanding education participation and achievement. The first refers to the ‘capability’
to actually engage in education while the second refers to how the ‘fertile functioning of
being educated’ (p.57) impact on the development of associated capabilities such as
locating employment or participating knowledgeably in political processes or similar. A key
part of the first understanding (the capability to engage) implicitly relates to persisting and
achieving in education.
There are four main reasons why the capabilities approach is a valuable theoretical framing
when examining or theorising social justice in education. Primarily, this particular approach
allows recognition of both the ‘intrinsic’ and ‘instrumental value’ of education while also
(and importantly) foregrounding social justice and its redistributive properties. Another
rationale for using this approach is that it centralises ‘agency’ within the educational access
field and finally provides a ‘space’ to consider the particular capabilities required to achieve
‘educational / pedagogic rights’ (Wilson-Strydom, 2015, p. 58). The capabilities approach
also fundamentally provides a rich lens for conceptually understanding the ways in which
students enact persistence in HE, focussing on what students actually ‘do’ and the skills or
experiences they draw upon to negotiate the stratified nature of university. As WilsonStrydom so clearly articulates (and drawing on Walker’s (2006) work), if we consider broad
widening participation activities from a capabilities perspective, this allows insight into how
‘higher education pedagogy can generate both capabilities and capability deprivations,
producing both equity and inequity, belonging and exclusion’ (p. 59). Simply put, the
capability approach focuses on the flourishings of individuals, offering a counter narrative to
attrition data that says ‘nothing useful about individual experiences of higher education’
(Walker, 2003, p. 170).
The work of Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002) is being used to more deeply contextualise the
nature of capabilities by exploring the complex social arrangements that individuals exist
within. The cornerstones of Bourdieu’s theory, namely field, capital and habitus, are utilised
to examine the positionality of individuals by closely examining the lives they are currently
living and also, the actual ‘flourishings’ that are accessible to them. In summary, the term
‘field’ is used to convey the ways in which forms of power are manifested and perpetuated
within particular social fields; this is a complex movement that is nuanced to particular
social settings. Habitus is based on an individual’s socialisation and leads to people thinking
/ acting / behaving in particular ways often without regard for the constructed nature of
these actions or behaviours. Reay (1998) describes habitus as ‘…primarily a dynamic
concept, a rich interlacing of past and present, individual and collective interiorized and
permeating both body and psyche’ (p.521). Hence, habitus can be regarded as a
‘transforming machine’ that while reproducing the dominant social conditions does this in a
‘relatively unpredictable way’ (Bourdieu, 1993, p.87). Finally, Bourdieu (1986) identifies
various forms of capital which include: social, cultural and also, symbolic capital, the latter
generated though manifestations of prestige (for example qualifications, art forms etc).
Each of these concepts is useful in exploring the nature of persistence but it is particularly
the exploration of capital that can offering richer understanding of the range and type of
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‘conversion factors helping and hindering the development of capabilities.’ (Hart, 2012, p.
53).

Policy Background
This research is also timely as a number of policy documents have explicitly referred to
poorer academic outcomes recorded for those students from equity backgrounds. The three
reports specifically informing the equity environment in terms of persistence are the
following:
Report Details

Key Quote(s) related to persistence

National Regional, Rural and Remote
Education Strategy Framing Paper
Regional Education Expert Advisory
Group
(December 2018)
Performance-Based Funding for the
Commonwealth Grant Scheme Report
for the Minister for Education
(June 2019)

‘When students from regional and remote backgrounds do
undertake university study, they are less likely to graduate than
metropolitan students (60 per cent for remote students, 69 per
cent for regional students and 75 per cent for metropolitan)’.
(p5)
The recent Performance-based Funding proposal is anew
funding measure that is based upon improving university
student outcomes. The model proposes funding to be
distributed based on key performance indicators, including
student experience, graduate outcomes and equity group
participation. Improving retention rates is highlighted as an
important indicator.
While increased numbers of students from low SES backgrounds
attend university, any gain is limited by ‘rising drop-out rates’.
(p.69)

The Demand Driven University System:
A mixed report card. Productivity
Commission Research Paper
(June 2019)

‘University drop-out and completion rates vary considerably
across different groups. Members of equity groups, including
students that are Indigenous, or grew up in regional and remote
areas or from low SES backgrounds have much lower completion
rates and higher drop-out rates’. (p74)
‘…the average share of undergraduate students considering
early departure was 19 per cent in 2018. It was 30 per cent for
Indigenous students, 21 per cent for ‘first in family’ students and
22 per cent for low SES students’. (p74)

The release of these reports all within six months of each other in 2018-2019 means that
there is a ‘climate of readiness for change’ (Hinton, Gannaway, Berry & Moore, 2011, p.10)
within this environment and also, an increasing focus on the ways in which learners can be
adequately supported to ‘persist’ at university. Certainly, the environment in which this
research occurred was very attuned to issues of ‘retention’ and how to retain students, for
example a number of insitutions that students attended had ‘retention’ strategies in place
or even a dedicated unit devoted to student ‘retention’ or ‘transition’. This research
deliberately focussed on the act of persistence, preferring to explore how students
themselves articulated their movement through the university and the ways in which this
was encouraged or inhibited by existing relational, structural or environmental factors.
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However, this research is situated within a particular political context, which also means
that there are certain dominant perspectives relating to what ‘persistence’ is and what the
act of ‘persisting’ looks like. Given this current political context, it is important that my own
positioning in relation to this study is considered as well as the intent of this framing paper,
both these areas are explored in the next section.

Focus of Framing Paper
The focus of this persistence framework is on ‘attributes of success’ (Molla, 2019) rather
than negotiating the forms of structural disadvantage that can be assumed to exist for many
of the participants in this study. Such a focus might be considered as limiting as the result is
a lack of critical engagement with overarching power or structural imbalances within
society. Indeed, if adopting a critically reflexive position then the concept of persistence is in
itself a questionable one, particularly if framed within neo-liberal meritocratic
understandings. To be very clear, I do not subscribe to the idea that persistence is
necessarily a positive thing, instead recognising how this can be a form of ‘symbolic
violence’ (Bourdieu, 1984), enacted when existing cultural capital does not match what is
expected or required within the HE context.
The objective of this framing paper is to define the analytical and theoretical context for the
persistence framework that emerged from the data. However, this is not to ignore or
dismiss the social stratification encountered by these participants and this foci will be a
feature of further publications. These publications will consider the circumstances under
which people persist at HE including the possible emotional and social repercussions such
persistence heralds. The desire to create an empirically informed tool that explored
persistence has been derived from a belief that if individuals are being encouraged to
attend university then we, as academics amd equity practitioners, have a moral obligation
to ensure that the sector is endeavouring to understand the nature of persistence and
ensuring that the necessary support and interventions are offered across cohorts.
Essentially this is what, I feel, we do have some ‘control’ over but this is not to disregard the
broader political and social implications of this persistence nor the impact navigating this
environment can have on individuals relationally and also, personally (O’Shea, 2020; O’Shea
& Delahunty, 2018; Groves & O’Shea, 2019)
The data outlined in this paper then details how students articulated their actually
enactment of persistence in HE. Specifically, the analysis focussed on identifying the types
of ‘capabilities’ and ‘capitals’ that underpin or inform successful persistence in this
environment. The study also examined ‘conversion factors’ as a sensitising concept in the
actual enactment of preferred fertile functionings. Conversion factors recognise the
intricacies of the situatedness of individuals or their ‘intersecting dimensions’ and draw
attention to what is required for individuals to attain ‘particular functionings’ (Walker &
Unterhalter, 2007, p. 10). We know that certain types of capital lead to certain forms of
advantage, hence all capital is not created equal. So while people may attain capital through
forms of education fo example, attention needs to be focussed on how this capital is
converted into advantage (Hart, 2012). In short, possession of different forms of capital
does not automatically result in the conversion or ‘activation’ of this (Hart, 2012, p.57) so
simply achieving the possession of different forms of capital does not in itself guarantee
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individual wellbeing. Instead someone may appear to have the requisite capitals but does
not have the capacity or the flourishings to achieve the desired well-being.

Overview of Study
The participants selected for this study were all at the culmination of their studies and,
while each was recruited on the basis of being the first in the family to attend university, all
were intersected by a range of demographic and social factors (please see Figure 1).
Recruitment included providing participants with a choice to complete the survey and/or
participate in an interview. Those interested only in being interviewed contacted the
researchers by email, while the survey was accessed via a link. At completion of the survey
an option to be interviewed was given (participant details were removed to retain survey
anonymity). 42 survey participants indicated interest, with 15 actually participating in an
interview. In total, 376 Australian students participated in either interviews (n=70) or
surveys (n=306) (see Table 1). Both of these approaches aimed to closely examine how
individuals defined and reflected upon the act of persistence within university and the
strategies employed in this enactment.
The methodology adopted was deliberate in its intent to enable rich understandings of how
individual learners, who are intersected by various equity categories, can work within and
around HE systems for productive outcomes. Essentially if widening participation activities
only focus on providing ‘the mechanisms of fair competition’ (Marginson, 2011, p30) then it
fails to consider the ‘capacity’ of learners to function or compete equally once within HE.
Like Marginson (2011), this study advocates for a realist perspective on social justice that
ensures focus remains on how people actually action and achieve justice within different
contexts. The deeply intersected nature of this student cohort also provides great insight
into how persisting at university is negotiated by those who do not fit neatly into predefined categories. Intersectionality is key to understanding how multiple indicators impact
on the persisitence of our university students as Hankivsky (2014) explains:
… inequities are never the result of single, distinct factors. Rather they are the
outcome of intersections of different social locations, power relations
and experiences (p. 3)
In this study, participants were able to self-select a range of equity categories which they
considered were applicable to them. Many identified more than one category as reflective
of their circumstances, which clearly indicated the extent to which individuals were
intersected by a number of potentially limiting factors to gaining a HE degree. The following
diagram represents this diversity of the participants through a series of ‘chords’; as
expected, many students fell into one or more categories with the creation of additional
‘grouped codes’ (where two or more categories were selected) to further represent this
multiplicity.
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Figure 1: Chord Diagram that represents the intersectionality of this cohort

Figure 1 shows the multiple equity categories that participants selected as representative of
their situations. The diagram visualises both single categories selected (e.g. LSES or Rural or
NESB etc) as well as the inter-relationships between them if more than one equity category
was selected. Each category is represented by colour on the outer rim of the circle (i.e. LSES
Creating a Capabilities Based Persistence Framework
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= blue, NESB = purple, Rural = pink etc). Selection of a single equity category is shown by
the chord ‘looping’ back on itself (i.e. single selection of Rural shown by the pink chord
looping back within its own domain).
Where more than one category was selected these are joined by a chord. The chord’s
thickness indicates the number of participants who selected this combination as
representative of their background or circumstances. Selection of two categories is shown
by the chord joining the other domain e.g. Rural+LSES, Rural+Disability. Selection of more
than two categories is more complex and shown as groups coded as A, B, C, D, for example
some participants selected three categories (A) LSES+Rural+another category, or five
categories (E) LSES+Rural+NESB+Refugee+another category. The chord diagram purpose is
to illustrate the complexity of intersectionality and the multi-dimentional realities of these
participants.
Data was collected from both urban and regional universities, but the latter is overrepresented in the data sample (see Table 1). This focus on regional institutions was
intentional and recognises that these universities attract a more diverse student population
who are studying in a range of modalities and in varying patterns of attendance. Table (1)
also indicates the spread of data collection from each of the institutions as well as the
spread of attrition rates for each of the institutions. The exact rates have not been
replicated in order to avoid identification of the institution and similar to the diversity of
institutional type, these rates also vary across institutions. Overall, the mean attrition rate
across these insitutions is 21% which is above the national attrition rate of 15% (HESP,
2017). All rates are based upon the modified attrition rates (2014) used in the Higher
Education Standards Panel (HESP, 2017) recent report: ‘Improving retention, completion and
success in higher education’.
Institutions: data collected from Apr 2017
to Sep 2017
Institution 1 (City WA)
Institution 2 (Regional QLD)
Institution 3 (Regional NSW)
Institution 4 (Regional NSW)
Institution 5 (Regional VIC)
Institution 6 (Regional QLD)
Institution 7 (City, SA)
Institution 8 (Regional NSW)
Institution 9 (Regional, TAS)
TOTAL

Attrition %

Surveys #

Interviews #

10-15 %
15-20%
20-25%
10-15%
20-25%
15-20%
15-20%
10-15%
35%+

76
24
11
63
43
46
14
12
17

16
3
1^
17*
6
11
3
7
6

306

70*

^One transcript included here was later removed as the participant revealed it was their second degree and all their
children had degrees.
*A paired interview conducted is counted as 1 interview, but demographic data obtained for each individual
Table 1: Data Collection Summary

The approach taken in this study intentionally created a space for students themselves to
consider their journey through HE and the ways in which they achieved (or not) the
functionings (or outcomes) desired. The study design was also participant-centred; students
were not only encouraged to reflect deeply upon these journeys but also, were all given an
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opportunity to nominate the equity descriptors that best described their personal and
demographic status. As discussed in the previous section, when exploring persistence
strategies it was also important to consider other social and contextual factors that
are influential in this HE experience.
Such a democratic approach arguably provided an opportunity to foreground alternative
and perhaps, hidden, understandings of valuable ‘fertile functionings’ within the HE
persistence space. Such functionings may or may not fit with meritocratic understandings
of what ‘successful persistence’ looks like or how this is measured within the sector (O’Shea
& Delahunty, 2018). Instead, any understanding of persistence needs to be situated closely
within students’ own perspectives of how individual ‘fertile functionings’ are enacted and
achieved. In other words, how learners themselves considered achievement was key to this
study particularly what it was that each individual valued, regardless of whether this value
was recognised by the university they attended (Delahunty & O’Shea, 2019).
This research adds to understanding of how social structures may inform the persistence of
students from equity backgrounds and also the necessary ‘conversion factors’ required in
order to enable or enact this persistence. Like Sen, this study recognised the need to deeply
examine the actual freedoms people have to ‘formulate capabilities’ or valued doings and
beings, as these conversion factors that allow the necessary resources to be converted into
valued or fertile functionings (Sen, 2002, pp. 86-94). Bourdieu (1986) also foregrounds how
people have differential access to various forms of capitals through interactions occurring in
various fields, but this can be a hidden constraint. If we combine capitals with
undertsandings of capabilities this provides added depth as having certain capital
dispositions does not automatically translate into achieving well-being. Instead purposively
reflecting upon an individuals’ access to conversion factors allows a deeper understanding
of the transference of capital and the enacting of well-being.
Based on this understanding, the creation of a capital / capabilities based framework, that
would underpin strategies and interventions designed to support students through this HE
journey, is proposed. This framework will be embedded within the list of capabilities and
capitals that have been derived from analysis of both surveys and interviews. Two lists were
developed: one which was ‘ideal’ and a second which was more pragmatically focussed.
Before highlighting these lists, it is first necessary to explain the rationale for focussing on a
canonical list and how this informed the findings of this study.

Developing lists
There is some debate around the usefulness of developing lists of capabilities. According to
Sen (1999), lists do not capture the unique nature of contexts and instead he suggests that
capabilities should be defined at a local level. For Sen (1999), understanding capability
requires dialogue across the community; he is not opposed to lists per se but rather
cautions against the applicability of these at a general level. Instead, any list needs to be
identified as being both particular and situated, bounded by time, place and space. Sen’s
approach is then to offer a conceptual framing that enables thinking to emerge but this
should always be embedded in dialogic discourse and debate; lists should never be regarded
as fixed or canonical but rather emergent and changeable depending on context. However,
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for some, this approach is too vague and allows much latitude in interpretation, Nussbaum
(2006) for example has developed a list of central human capabilities, Walker (2006) has
focussed on the HE environment and developed the ‘ideal-theoretical list of HE capabilities’
which refers to the capabilities developed throughout study at university, whereas WilsonStrydom (2015) focussed on the capabilities that underpin transition to university from the
schooling environment.
This study drew upon the voices and words of students to embed the capabilities list within
the context of this cohort but equally recognises that these data are necessarily bounded
and limited contextually. The study focused on first-in-family (FiF) students, but given that
this was a highly intersected and diverse group (see Figure 1), this generalisability will
always be limited. To broaden the context of the study, surveys and interviews were also
conducted internationally with FiF participants in the UK, Ireland and Austria in 2018. This
international focus was designed to test the applicability of this data across locations but
equally acknowledging that the proposed list is still bounded in nature, this cross-analysis
will occur in 2020. Like Wilson-Strydom (2015), the impetus for developing a list was to
enable ‘close-up’ work on specific areas rather than more broad application to human
development. This list can then also be used to underpin pedagogical interventions
specifically targeted at developing capabilities or creating a recognition of what might be
useful (or a necessary conversion factor) within the HE environment. As Walker (2006)
argues:
We need to ask not only which capabilities matter, but how
well we are doing practically in higher education in fostering
these capabilities. (p. 142)
If the capabilities or capitals that assist persistence in HE are identified then there is an
opportunity to consider how these are (or might be) encouraged and supported. Hence, like
Wilson-Strydom (2015), this study recognises that ‘a theoretically and empirically grounded
capabilities list…provides a useful practical tool for advancing social justice in the context of
university access’ (p. 65).
When examining the capabilities, it is vital to consider who can develop these capabilities
and who may not have the ample opportunity to do this. Equally, such analysis provides the
opportunity to explore what might impact on the agency and the necessary ‘well-being
freedoms’ (Wilson-Strydom 2015, p.66) that underpin such development. By focussing on
human development with specific reference to how individuals enact their preferred ways
of being, this research avoids assuming that these ‘ways of being’ are aligned with dominant
discourses and policy initiatives. The list then not only serves to identify what might assist
students to achieve their preferred ‘fertile functionings’ but also, provides the foundations
for addressing possible gaps in requisite capabilities and conversion factors.

Approaches to Developing Lists
The main objective of this study was to develop an empirically validated list that identifies
the persistence capabilities of the first in family students that participated in this study.
However before outlining the persistence framework, it is important to clearly identify how
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this list has been developed; an approach informed by five overarching criteria developed
by Robeyns’ (2003). While these criteria were developed in reference to the field of gender
equality, the explicit nature of this approach enabled replication and it has been successfully
applied to other lists focused on the HE sector (Wilson-Strydom, 2015). Details of these
criteria are outlined below:
-

Explicit Formulation: This requires the development of the list to be defined
explicitly but also to be defendable and critically discussed.
Justified methodologically: How the list was developed methodologically should be
clearly outlined and justified, this should be a very detailed account with the
appropriateness of this approach explained.
Sensitive to context: Recognition of the specific context that the list refers to is
required and this needs to be referenced and contextualised within the list through
language choice and references.
Levels of generalisability: Robeyns suggests developing two forms of the list, an
ideal one that is unconstrained by restrictions imposed by funding, policy or data
and then a more ‘pragmatic’ list that considers these factors.
Exhaustive and non-reductive: Each capability should have depth and include
various elements, there may be some overlap between the capabilities and some
may require additional detail and description

By drawing on these five criteria, this study sought to examine the ways in which students
used existing and available resources and converted these into valued or productive
capabilities that underpin ‘fertile functionings’ within the university environment. This list
not only recognised how attending university may be considered an individual act or a
personal choice but also, how such actions are deeply constrained and influenced by socioeconomic and cultural issues; as Wilson-Strydom (2015) explains:
… the freedom of agency individuals have is qualified and constrained by
social, political and economic factors and opportunities. (p. 73)
If we only considered the outcomes of persistence, in this case successful graduation, then
this may mask the ways in which learners had to adapt or change in order to get to the point
of graduation. Exploring how students reached this point and the capabilities that they
perceived as leading to this functioning (in this case graduation) potentially offer insight into
the invisible constraints or differences that were encountered en route. This forces us to
question the educational opportunities or choices available to different populations and
explore how choices and actions have been shaped by social constraints. As Wilson-Strydom
(2015) further explains this may require asking ‘searching questions’ and avoiding a reliance
on markers such as ‘happiness’ or ‘satisfaction’ as indicating equal access or freedom of
choice. Of specific focus in this study is how participants identified the capabilities that
assisted them in persisting and equally, how they converted these capabilities into valued
functionings within this environment, with specific reference to the ‘conversion factors’
required to achieve this. Drawing on the work on Bourdieu (1986) allowed an analysis of
how various forms of capital may be regarded as a types of commodities that could be
converted into capabilities (Hart , 2012), providing more ‘more finely grained insights into the
processes and experience of inequality.’ (Bowman, 2010, p. 6).
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Design of Study
Recruitment and participation
As previously mentioned, students were recruited from nine Australian universities in 2017,
mainly via email and could choose to complete an anonymous online survey or participate
an interview. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee from the
lead institution (HREC 2017/078) and met all additional requirements of the participating
universities. As a courtesy, permission for the research was also sought and gained at each
institution based on ethics approval from the lead institution. Once all permissions were
received, key personnel distributed the recruitment email on behalf of the researchers or
via other channels (such as student newsletter or digital screen advertising). Students
inititated interest in participating by either completing the anonymous online survey or
contacting the researchers to arrange an interview. None of the students were known to the
researchers.
The main criteria for involvement was that students be first in their immediate family to
attend university, and be in the latter stages of an undergraduate degree (i.e. they had
completed at least two years of full time study, or equivalent). Both the interview and
survey guiding questions were the same, although the semi-structured interview format
enabled some aspects of the experience to be explored in more depth. Both began with
eliciting demographic information, followed by questions around three broad areas: selfreflections as a student; reflections on higher education; higher education participation and
support from family/community, the institution and others.
Of the 306 surveys returned 239 were female, 50 male and 17 skipped; of the 69 interviews
(with 70 interviewees i.e. one paired interview) 52 were female and 18 male. Participants
self-selected the equity categories applicable to them (as detailed in the Intersectionality
section). In addition to this 69 survey participants had children, 143 were partnered and 146
were single; 32 interview participants had children, 36 were partnered and 19 were single.
Table (2) details the demographics of students, please note that students could choose
more than one demographic category to ensure the diversity of this cohort was captured.
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Female
Male
Other or skipped
Note: more than one of the categories below could be selected
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
Disability
LSES
Rural/isolated
NESB
Refugee
2
Other (see further details below)

SURVEYS INTERVIEWS^*
239
50
17

52
18
0

13
15
83
93
20
4
125

1
14
28
22
6
1
29

2

Comments in ‘other’ often included more information about the category/ies selected or indicated uncertainty about a category, such
as being from Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander backgrounds but not identifying as such. Categorising one’s situation as LSES was
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Participants with children
Partnered
Single

SURVEYS INTERVIEWS^*
69
143
146

32
36
19

Table 2: Identifiers nominated by students in the Australian study
Note: this table does not include the ^Institution 3 interview; *Institution 4: one interview was paired, thus counted as a
single interview however demographics are recorded as two individuals (see Table 1)

Data Analysis
All the data was imported into NVivo11 and initially line by line coding was conducted on
each of the interviews and the survey responses (N=376). Line-by-line coding was
deliberately chosen to ensure that the framework emerged inductively from the data rather
than a preconceived capabilities framing being applied to the data. This approach does
differ to others in the field, for example, Wilson-Strydom (2015) who applied the idealtheoretical list developed by Walker (2006) to the development of capabilities needed to
access higher education. This difference is not an implied criticism of such an approach but
rather offers a point of differentiation based on the methodological underpinning of this
study which is informed by constructivist grounded theory.
Constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006) focuses on the ‘phenomena’ that is being
studied and regards facets of the research experience that include relationships with
participants and shared experiences as intrinsic to the creation of data and analysis. This
perspective emphasises the interpretative nature of theory generation and so reveals how
theory is necessarily a construction that relies on researcher engagement with the data as
well as being contextually bounded by temporal, geographical, cultural and situational
contexts (Charmaz, 2006; Addison, 1999). As a constructivist grounded theorist, I am
situated within the Symbolic Interactionist framework, which recognises the multiple
realities of lived experiences as well as the negotiated framework that meanings exist
within. When applied to this study it has ensured that the themes that deevloped were
based inductively in the data; that is, these emerged through a reiterative engagement with
the text, involving line by line coding, with the developing themes being grouped into three
overarching ‘nodes’ with a series of sub-categories underpinning these.
This approach was adopted in order to avoid imposing a dominant 'analytic frame’ to
analysis (Charmaz, 2006, p. 62). The questions that were asked related to the actual data
rather than preconceived and rigid categories. This is one of the strengths of constructivist
grounded theory. The researcher engages with the data in an open-minded manner seeking
to act on and react to the material, which places emphasis on the data itself rather than
existing frameworks or models obtained from external sources such as literature, policy or
previous studies. Yet it is important to realise that ideas do not emerge solely from the data,
instead deep understanding is generated via a movement between reading the data and
sometimes difficult such as "I wouldn't say low-socioeconomic background but we definitely by no means rich" (Survey), or "My parents
were [LSES] but I’m not now" (interview). Often ‘other’ was used to describe situations in more detail such as being or coming from
coming from a single-parent family, divorced family or dysfunctional family, having to leave home to study, leaving home at an early age,
being mature aged, being homeschooled, having mental health issues; returning to study after having a child, leaving prison; born or
parents born elsewhere. Participants who identified as homosexual or LBGQTI indicated this, as did others their religion, such as Muslim.
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reading the literature. While there is a definite place and indeed need for extensive
consultation of existing literature, I deliberately timed this to occur after a preliminary
engagement with data in order to avoid unintentional prescription or the imposition of
existing frameworks on material. Hence, it was only after I completed the initial analysis of
the data that I then engaged with the lists that have been developed by Wilson-Strydom
(2015), Walker (2006) and Nussbaum (2006). The emerging nodes were mapped against
these lists in order to address Robeyn’s (2003) criteria of ‘explicit formulation’ and ‘levels of
generalisability’. This mapping process also ensured that the result was both connected to
existing lists but equally nuanced to the particularities of both this student cohort and the
Australian higher education context. Figure (2) maps out the process of analysis indicating
how this was multi-staged to ensure that the data was handled with careful rigour.

Figure 2: Visual of how the framework was designed and developed3

Figure 2 provides an overview of how the data was considered in relation to literature and
existing lists to create the proposed ‘persistence’ list, each stage built upon the previous one
but was given equal weight in this development. Obviously as a socially positioned actor I
brought existing perspectives to this analysis so it was necessary to remain critically
reflexive throughout analysis. I remained conscious of my own perspectives when analysing
the words and stories of others, a process greatly assisted by constant reflective memoing.
This process of writing enabled me to foreground my own positionality and also to question
any taken for granted assumptions or perspectives within the data. This reflexivity was
further assisted by the critical reference group, this expert group further challenged my
thinking and encouraged me to consider how I had handled the data. As one member of the
cirtical reference group stated: “if we’re asking […] questions about persistence, naturally
most people want to think that they are persistent, so perhaps they’re answering in a way
that they are already valuing the concept of persistence as opposed to seeing it as
something that is neutral”. This type of critical feedback will be key to the next stages of the
project which both involves translating the framework into practical applications and also,
considering further critical analysis and writing from the project.

3

This figure is based upon a diagram provided by Dr Tebeje Molla who was able to visualise the process of
analysis in this highly effective way – Dr Molla was part of the critical reference group for this framework.
Creating a Capabilities Based Persistence Framework
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Initial Coding and Analysis
The main themes that emerged from the line-by-line coding of the interviews (n=70) and
surveys (n=306) resulted from open-coding. I deliberately coded based on what ‘jumped
out’ of the data in a more holistic sense, rather than limiting coding to understandings of
persistence; this form of open coding is vital in order to thoroughly interrogate the data
being examined. These high-level nodes were inductively derived from the data and were
populated with relevant content from across both the surveys and interviews. As this coding
continued, patterns began to emerge in the data and as these emerged, sub-nodes were
created. The coding continued until all the Australian data was exhausted and then each of
the sub-nodes (or child nodes) was analysed, with those that seemed to be repetitive or
very limited in application removed. Each of the nodes had also been carefully defined at
the onset of coding; these initial definitions were later refined based on the emerging data.
This was a rigorous process that required a continual dipping into the data, followed by
written reflections and also, critical analysis.
A total of 24 overarching codes (See Appendix One) emerged across the data but these
related to a diversity of areas that, while broadly related to persistence, were not related to
the act of persistence, which underpins this framework. The resulting nodes were varied
and have informed publications around meritocratic understandings of persistence and
‘success’ (Delahunty & O’Shea, 2019; O’Shea & Delahunty, 2018); how spaces between
‘fields’ and ‘border’ crossing inform persistence behaviours (O’Shea, 2020) and how HE
persistence relates to negotiations around communities of practice (Groves & O’Shea,
2019).
Out of the 24 broad based nodes, there are three main nodes that underpin the framework
outlined in this document:
1) Access to conversion factors
2) Capabilities and cultural strengths underpinning persistence
3) Fertile Functionings associated with persistence
Table 3 (below) details these three overarching nodes with the definition that emerged from
analysis as well as the number of affliated sub or child nodes, which numbered 26 in total:
Overarching Node
Capabilities and
Cultural Strengths
underpinning
persistence
Fertile functionings
associated with
persistence

Definition
The range of capabilities and cultural strengths that students
mentioned as underpinning their persistence behaviours.
Cultural Strengths: The capitals that inform individuals’
movement and successes within fields.
A capability is an ‘ ability to do valuable acts or reach valuable
states of being’ (Sen, 1993, p. 30).
Fertile functionings relate to the various parts of a person’s state
of being that refer specifically to what they can ‘do’ or ‘be’ in life
or in this case what can assist in persistence

Creating a Capabilities Based Persistence Framework
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Overarching Node
Access to conversion
factors to achieve
goals

Definition
This node seeks to consider the access these students had to
necessary freedoms or conversion factors that enabled them to
perform or enact their aspirations.

No of child
nodes
4

Table 3: Details of nodes and descriptors after the first pass over the data

Figure 2 (below) shows how these three overarching nodes were perceived to relate to each
other. Based on my analysis and understanding, each was embedded within the other and
existed in a relational state; meaning that all three were key to the successful enactment of
persistence within HE.

Figure 3: Overarching nodes: How each node informed the other in the enactment of persistence

Figure 3 conceputalises these as non-hierachical, continually evolving relationships i.e. the
capabilities and cultural strengths offer the potential for students to achieve what is valued
(in this case it is persisting and ultimately degree attainment); ‘fertile functionings’ (Wolff &
de-Shalit, 2007) refer to the functionings (outputs / outcomes) that enabled the function of
persistence; and conversion factors relate to who and/or what experiences (or intersecting
dimensions) are influential in this enactment. Thus the enactment of persistence is drawn
from the past (positive and negative experiences, cultural/social capitals, behaviours), which
are then drawn upon in the here-and-now (especially when the ‘going gets tough’), and
which are likely to inform future situations (informed by past positive and negative
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experiences, new cultural/social capitals, behaviours). Obviously, a person who has limited
access to all of these areas would have difficulty in persisting but equally, if an individual
was unable to achieve fertile functionings, this too would arguably foreclose or limit the act
of persisting. Identifying access to fertile functionings can assist in ‘pinpointing clusters of
disadvantage as well as possible steps to remedy them’ (Wilson-Strydom, 2015, p51) the
latter point is particularly key when designing practical strategies to improve HE persistence.
The following sections provide the necessary detail for each of these overarching nodes and
then defines the various sub-nodes related to these. There is also an overview of the ways in
which the coding occurred, including an indication of which nodes were most apparent in
the data. As this volume or number of references indicates a greater thematic commonality,
this numerical value partially informed inclusion within the final framework.

Capabilities and Cultural Strengths underpinning persistence
Definition adopted for this study:
The range of capabilities and cultural strengths that students mentioned as underpinning
their persistence behaviours. Cultural Strengths: The capitals that inform individuals’
movement and successes within fields. A capability is an ‘ ability to do valuable acts or
reach valuable states of being’ (Sen, 1993, p. 30).
There were eleven sub-nodes identified under this ‘parent’ or high-level node; the following
hierarchy chart indicates the relative weightings or references associated with each of these
categories. These weightings are represented through the ‘slice of the pie’ allocated to the
various themes in order to provide a pictorial representation of the relative distribution
across themes:
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Figure 4: Hierarchy chart related to capabilities and cultural strengths identified in the data

As the size of the slices suggest, the top four nodes that were coded include:
Theme/Node
1. Grit or determined
persistence
2. Familial Support
3. Resilience
4. Help Seeking Behaviours

Definition
A sense of having to fight or push back to attend - this
is not an entitlement. This is more than just persistence
but a determination to keep going
Specific reference to the support/influence of family as
a motivator to persist - the connection between family
and persistence is key
The capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; a
toughness of spirit, not letting difficult circumstance
become a reason or rationale not to persist
Students seek help and advice in a proactive manner seeking out support themselves

Table 4: Top four nodes

However, other thematics that emerged strongly included:
Theme / Node
Experiential Capital
Love of learning

Definition
References to life skills or experiences that have enabled the
student to dig deep and keep going - these experiences
include those from life, work or family
Students refer to a love of learning that both challenges and
motivates them in their pursuit of HE
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Theme / Node
Reflexivity
Obstinacy or Tenacity
Maturity
Discipline manifested in
various aspects of life
Questioning the status
quo

Definition
Skills at being able to reflect upon the self - students refer to
their self-reflections or reflection on life as assisting them in
their persistence
Being tenacious or obstinate in dedication to continue with
HE
Students refer to their age as assisting them in persisting this may be related to experiential capital
When students refer to being disciplined in other areas of
their life and how this discipline impacted on their
persistence behaviours
An ability to ask questions and seek out information - just not
accepting the status quo. This is not about seeking assistance
but rather refusing to accept things just because this is how
it has always been

Table 5: Additional nodes that emerged from one of the overarching themes

Fertile functionings associated with persistence
Definition adopted for this study: Fertile functionings relate to the various parts of a
person’s state of being that refer specifically to what they can ‘do’ or ‘be’ in life or in this
case assist in persistence.
The second high-level or ‘parent’ node that underpins this persistence framework has been
called fertile functionings associated with persistence; this conceptually moves the data
analysis along from just considering particular attributes or states of being that impact on
persistence to actually consider access to ‘fertile functionings’ that enable or facilitate
particular ‘states of being’. Sen (1993) defines functionings as directly relating to the various
parts of a person’s state of being that refer specifically to what they can ‘do’ or ‘be’ in life;
whereas capabilities refer to the ‘alternative combinations of functionings the person can
achieve and from which he or she can choose…’ (p 31)
This overarching node also had a total of eleven subthemes or child nodes as follows (in no
particular order):
Theme/Node
Agency
Altered or Fluid Trajectories
Being an exemplar for others
Desiring More
Developing a sense of the

Description
Students refer to personal agency around making HE
work, this might include actively seeking out additional
support to assist them in undertaking studies
Then and now statements that reveal changes to
aspirations and how these have complemented
movement through university
References to an awareness of being an example and how
this assists in persistence
Passion or desire for getting more out of life which has
underpinned this persistence at university
Students referring to themselves as persistent -
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Theme/Node
self as persistent
Fearless or daunting
Finding a passion
Fluid identity
Individual effort or
independence
Perception or awareness of
natural ability
Resilient Biographies

Description
recognising that trait in themselves - using 'self talk' to
encourage continuation at uni
Students refer to their decision to come to university as
being an act of bravery - which might have negative
repercussions
This passion may include the learning / discipline area/
applying knowledge/ giving back to community and
others. This passion has acted as a motivator
Students articulate fluid identity positions with regard to
the various roles they occupy in life
When the HE journey feels like it has been the effort of the
student alone, there has not been others involved in this
journey of persistence
Students refer to having a sense of ability; might be an
affinity with learning or high IQ
Examples of stories or biographical experiences that
students refer to as almost preparing them for HE - these
are often stories of struggles and overcoming obstacles to
attend university

Table 6: The nodes associated with the 'fertile functionings' theme

The top four for this particular theme were as follows:
1. Resilient Biographies
2. Finding a passion
3. Individual effort or independence
4. Developing a sense of the self as persistent
The following Figure 5 also indicates how the data spanned these themes indicating a
relational matrix around key ‘ways of being’ that seemed to underpin the act of persisting:
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Figure 5: Hierarchy chart that shows the various fertile functionings identified

Access to conversion factors to achieve goals
Definition adopted for this study: The access to conversion factors that these learners
required in order to perform or enact persistence.
The final node or theme that fundamentally relates to this persistence framework is one
that seeks to provide context to our understandings of the field. The overarching node is
entitled: Access to conversion factors to achieve goals, which refers to the contexts and
conditions under which agency goals are developed. In other words, what this node seeks to
consider is the conversion factors that people actually have access to that enable them to
perform or enact their aspirations.
This node was not as broad as the other two and consisted of four main categories. As a
context node, this is largely descriptive rather than analytical in nature. The four sub
categories or nodes are:
Theme / Node
Social networks of support

Description
The act of drawing upon developed/ing social networks
that enabled students to maintain persistence

Networks of influential people

References to people that have assisted in this journey
who are not family members, they may be in a position
of power or relative power compared to the student
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Theme / Node
Engagement with industry and
discipline

Description
The blending of experience in both the industry and
academic discipline which effectively facilitated
opportunities for some learners

Complementary institutional
experiences

How some learners considered their experience in one
education institutional environment as fundamental to
sustaining their ongoing journey in HE.

Table 7: Details of the conversion factors

It is important to note that capabilities or capitals do not equate to personal qualities as
such, in this study the students spoke about personal qualities in their persistence (including
persistence, motivation, resilience etc) but capabilities relate more to an ability or
opportunity to reach desired states of being. What this actually means is that people can
attest to have characteristics or qualities that assist them but still not achieve what it is that
they desire in life perhaps because their access to conversion factors may be limited or
constrained. Equally, the conversion factors identified by these participants are also only
partial, as these rely on thematic commonality as opposed to individual contexts or
idiosyncrasies. The result of this analysis is the creation of an ideal-theoretical framework
initially, which is then further refined to produce a more applied framework for the field. As
stated, this is not presented as an unique or comprehensive overview but rather as one
translation of how this particular cohort of first-in-family students represented and
articulated their persistence behaviours.

Developing the Elements of the Framework
Once the coding of all the data was completed, the initial analysis was then revisited to
consider possible overlaps between themes and those that seemed to be repetitive or could
not be differentiated were collapsed into a broader node. This stage of analysis required
constant reading and memoing, this deep engagement with the data enabIed patterns and
replication to be recognised across nodes. This was an iterative process that required
movement between the nodes, their definitions and the data. Appendix Two details exactly
how various nodes were grouped and / or collapsed to create new nodes (based on existing
data). This stage also involved constant reflection to ensure that this analysis remained
deeply embedded within the data. Two examples of how these were collapsed is presented
in Figure 6 but for more detailed explaination please refer to Appendix Two:
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EXAMPLE ONE

EXAMPLE TWO

Figure 6: Two examples of collapsing of nodes and the resulting ‘conversion factors’

The two examples above show how nodes were grouped, analysed and then collapsed:
Example One: The conversion factor ‘Access to productive relational networks’ emerged
from two nodes, namely 1) Social networks of support and 2) Networks of influential people.
When the content of both of these was examined it was clear that each detailed
relationships that are supportive in nature, support was both emotional and strategic in
nature. To capture this nuance, the resulting conversion factor was further delineated to
differentiate between ‘emotional’ champions or ‘cheer leaders’ for students as well as
more strategic relationships with people in relative positions of power.
Example Two: The conversion factor: ‘Contextual applications of learning that are
immediate and authentic’ was derived from closely analysing the content in the following
two nodes: 1) Engagement with industry and 2) Discipline and complementary institutional
experiences. Overall, this data collectively related to an opportunity to apply learning to
practical situations, so having access to a job or volunteer role that allowed immediate
application of learning was defined as another key conversion factor for these learners.
Both examples above relate to conversion factors but equally a small number of the
capabilities were also collapsed. The most complex of these is detailed in Figure 7, where
three nodes: 1) Grit or determined persistence, 2) Fearless or daunting and 3) Obstinacy and
tenacity all similarly referred to a level of determination, an ability to keep going even in the
face of adversity or when feeling fearful of what is ahead. Having reflected at length about
this, I realised that there was not a word in English that accurately captured what this
capability spoke to; however there is a word in Finnish! This capability was renamed
‘Demonstrating Sisu’ as the term sisu more accurately captures the inner strengths and
capabilties that these students referred to in their narratives (see Table 8 for details).
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Figure 7: Demonstrating 'Sisu'

Tables 8 & 9 further detail the final list of capabilities and conversion factors with clear
definitions, this is followed by Table 10 where each of the capabilities is situated in relation
to existing lists, extant literature and also example statements from the students
themselves.
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Overarching Capabilities / Capitals that emerged from this study:
Ideal Theoretical List of
Capabilities / Capitals
Demonstrating ‘Sisu’

Overall Description
This is a Finnish word that is used to refer to courage or an ability to keep going despite obstacles. This is more than Grit or determination (adopting
Duckworth’s 2016 definition of Grit as a ‘passion and perseverance for long-term and meaningful goals’). I have used this word as it seems to
capture the nuances of what the students reflected upon.
Sisu is Finnish for ‘inner determination' and 'courage, tenacity, stubborn determination, energy and a will and an ability to get things
done’ (Sinkkonen, 2013); 'courage, determination, with just a trace of Finnish stubbornness' (Stoller, 1996, p.154), ‘guts or stamina’ that
characterises the Finns, especially when the small nation fought for its independence in WWII (Oinas, 2005, p. 1232)
Sisu ‘preserves and transmits core community values’ which ‘then shape (and are shaped by) day-to-day behaviours’ (Lucas & Buzzanell, 2004 p.
280). Sisu is enacted through ‘labour’ and struggle, and is called upon to deal with new challenges. Sisu enables the discursive construction of a
strong persistence culture that enables people 'to find dignity and meaning’ in what they do despite others’ perceptions of these endeavours (Lucas
& Buzzanell, 2004, p. 285).

Familial Capital

Specific reference to the support/influence of family as a motivator to persist - the connection between family and persistence is key

Help Seeking Behaviours

Students seek help and advice in a proactive manner - seeking out support themselves rather than waiting for this to come to them – this may also
be related to an action mindset.

Experiential Capital

References to life skills or experiences that have enabled the student to dig deep and keep going - these experiences include those from life, work or
family

Reflexivity

Skills at being able to reflect upon the self - students refer to their self-reflections or reflection on life as assisting them in their persistence

Maturity

Students refer to their age as assisting them in persisting - this is often related to experiential capital

Discipline manifested in
various aspects of life
Questioning the status quo

When students refer to being disciplined in other areas of their life and how this discipline impacted on their persistence behaviours
An ability to ask questions and seek out information - just not accepting the status quo. This is not about seeking assistance but rather refusing to
accept things just because this is how it has always been and may also be related to maturity and experiential capital

Table 8: Details of overarching list of capabilities with definitions

Conversion factors required to enact persistence
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Conversion Factors

Overall Description

Personal Agency and Fluidity

This not only includes a personal agency but also an ability to enact fluid identity positions and trajectories. This would include a fluidity
in relation to how HE attendance is maintained and incorporated in life; sometimes this fluidity is manifested in flexibility in life course
directions and aspirations.

HE attendance understood in
an embodied sense as an act
of passion or love

This is a deliberate characterisation of HE as being an act of love or passion; this embodied nature sustains the learners in times of
difficulty. This also appears to be a type of substantive freedom or conversion factor in the way that doing something that is ‘loved’ or
engenders ‘passion’ enables persistence in times of difficulty. References include:
- A deep love of learning that can be both challenging and motivating
- A passion to give back to the community and others.

Resilient Lived Experience

This is more than just reflecting on ‘being resilient’ or defining the self as resilient but actually is derived from a lived experience of
resilience. This lived resilience is manifested by:
-

A capacity to recover quickly from difficulties;
A toughness of spirit that does not allow difficult circumstances become a reason or rationale not to persist
Biographical experiences that students refer to as almost preparing them for HE
Using resilient self-talk to manage their persistence

Well-developed self-concept
or efficacy

This refers to a sense of being able to achieve without the assistance or intervention of others, it may also manifest itself as an innate
confidence in abilities (such as a high IQ) or perhaps an awareness of the self as being a role model or exemplar for others and the
responsibilities this positionality holds

Access to productive
Relational Networks

These networks provide two key functions:
Emotional ‘champions’ or ‘cheer leaders’, usually friends who may or may not have any direct experience of HE AND
Strategic influencers, often in positions of relative power who provide instrumental encouragement & support

Access to contextual
applications of learning that
are immediate and authentic.

This relates to an opportunity to apply learning to practical situations so having the opportunity in the form of a job or volunteer role
that allows immediate application of learning.

Table 9: Details of the overarching list of conversion factors with definitions
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Each of the capabilities, capitals and conversion factors emerged inductively from the data
and so initially had no bearing on existing lists or literature in the field. However, this initial
pass over the data was then mapped against existing capabilities lists including those
related to the higher education (HE) field such as Walker’s (2006) Ideal-Theoretical list of HE
capabilities and Wilson-Strydom’s (2015) list relating to transition to HE. In addition,
Nussbaum’s list of ten central human capabilities was also referred to in this process (2006).
By mapping this capabilities list against other existing lists, the intent is to consider any
possible gaps or oversights in the analysis. Such mapping required a continual movement
between the actual data (how students themselves articulate their persistence), the
literature (how research and policy reflects upon persistence) and existing lists (how other
theorists have translated the Capabilities approach within and beyond the HE sector). This
mapping process further ensured Robeyns’ stage of ‘explicit formulation’ (2003) in the
creation of this list and also, sought to develop a solid methodological justification.

Creating a Capabilities Based Persistence Framework
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Suggested
Capabilities /
Capitals

How this relates to other broad lists of
capabilities
Walkers / Wilson-Strydom = HE focus
Nussbaum = Life focus

Relevant Literature or further rationale /
explanation

Illustrative quotes from the data

Demonstrating
‘Sisu’

Educational Resilience (Walker 2006, WilsonStrydom, 2015) which includes being able to
‘negotiate risk’, ‘persevere academically’,
‘adapt to constraints’, being ‘self-reliant’.

Sisu is particularly evident in students from
disadvantaged groups, who persist despite
barriers outside of their control such as
‘cumulative inequalities’ especially as these often
impede persistence and achievement of goals
(Contini, Cugnata & Scagni, 2018).

My perseverance. My perseverance – never to give up. It
was something that everyone in our family has; it was
something that we were taught when we were younger that
if you really want something, nothing in life is ever going to
be handed to you on a silver platter and that’s probably
because of that working class ethic in our family, just to
never give up – where there’s a will, there’s a way. (Erin)

This also relates to ‘practical reasoning’ or as
Nussbaum defines an ability to ‘engage in
critical reflection about the planning of one's
own life’ (Nussbaum, 2006)

Verdinelli, & Kutner, (2016) highlight how
persistence factors included “resiliency, selfdetermination, motivation, goal commitment,
institutional assistance, and other external
sources of support” (p. 353) can be strong forces
in enacting success
Khattub (2018) argues that this investment in
further education may also be a type of ‘defiance
strategy’ particularly for those from minority or
disadvantaged backgrounds ( p. 469)

Familial
Capital

Social relations and social networks (Walker
2006; Wilson-Strydom, 2015): Forming
quality networks and relationships that
underpin or support HE learning
Imagination and thought (Nussbaum, 2006):
The importance of having attachments to
things and persons outside ourselves.

Roksa and Kinsley (2017) demonstrated that the
more emotionally supported by family that low
income students felt, the greater their sense of
psychological well-being and belonging to the
institution. Family emotional support and
student engagement were found to be closely
linked, even more so than family financial
support.

Creating a Capabilities Based Persistence Framework

As a student, I hit that many obstacles, even just getting in
these doors that I guess … I’ve just been relentless. I just
have not given up so I think that, you know, whether it be a
hard assessment, a hard subject...I banged on so many doors
in this place to make sure it happened and I could have easily
given up but I didn’t, thankfully. I think that’s probably one
of the biggest qualities is that I’m a fighter and a lot of that I
think comes from my background as well. You know, you’ve
got to be a fighter. (Molly)
I’m self-motivated, so everything I do I’m motivated
because of the hard life I went through so I see
education like it’s very important and especially I’m
the first one to go to university in my family ever,
from my mum – so my mum never gone to school
and my grandma, never. (Labreisha)
I guess that value of putting in an effort, yeah, treatment,
achievement, seeing the task through to the end. We’ve got
a bit of a family mantra that you don’t give up, you’ll do what
you said you were going to do. We don’t do things halfheartedly. (Nicole)
I took them to university with me and showed them around
the campus and they were like, “Oh, we want to come here
mummy”, whereas that was never given to me. I was always
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How this relates to other broad lists of
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Walkers / Wilson-Strydom = HE focus
Nussbaum = Life focus

Relevant Literature or further rationale /
explanation

Illustrative quotes from the data

Samuels, Beach & Palmer (2011) highlight that
support from significant people such as family
members (spouses, partners and children) is
critical, as is wider family support such as
childminding or helping out in the home and
support which is emotional, financial, physical or
practical. Students often acknowledge that
without extensive family support achieving their
degree would not have been possible, neither
would the opportunity to break cycles of
disadvantage.

told, “You can be a waitress or maybe an air hostess and
that’s about it. That’s as clever as you can be and you’re no
good at maths and you’ll never amount to anything so don’t
aspire to anything above what you can possibly achieve”. So
I’ve changed that. Actually that was probably my primary
motivation is to change that cycle and stop that toxic cycle
and to motivate my children. (Lara)
My achievements are also my parents’ achievements
because without them I wouldn’t have been able to
do this. (Erin)

Bui & Rush (2016) found that having high
educational expectations in the years following
high school was one of the biggest impacts on
college attendance.
The influence of memorable messages from
family members was noted by Wang (2014) as a
strong enabler for first-generation students
making the transition into and through university
study. Significant parental messages were around
remembering their roots and the shared
struggles; and family remaining integral to their
lives, which may mean making decisions and
talking through how to balance family/study.
Help Seeking
Behaviours

Learning disposition (Walker, 2006; WilsonStrydom, 2015): Being an ‘active inquirer’;
having ‘curiosity’ and also, ‘confidence in
one’s ability to learn’

The literature points to how ‘successful’ students
tend to be active help-seekers, and when they
encounter “obstacles, uncertainty or confusion”
seek help from resources that were available
(Morales, 2012, p. 93). Morales (2012) argues
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I ask for help, I apply for extensions. If I didn’t have that
ability, I couldn’t do university as a mother, as an adult carer,
as the only person in my family who’s been to university
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that in order to foster active help seeking
behaviours there is a need for HE to maximise
the resources available as well as “instill in
students the desire and ability to actively seek
out help” (p. 98)

because I can’t ask anyone in my family for advice, I can’t get
help with assignments so I’ve had to find it. (Isabel)

However, Kahu & Nelson, (2018) caution against
the possible negative repercussions of help
seeking behaviours which can be influenced by
anxiety. Equally, recognising that some anxiety
may serve to be a motivating force which
promotes ‘greater behavioural engagement’
(Kahu & Nelson, 2018, p. 65)
Experiential
Capital

Respect, dignity and recognition (Walker,
2006; Wilson-Strydom, 2015): Specifically,
how this relates to ‘being treated with
dignity’ and not being ‘diminished or
devalued because of one’s gender, social
class, religion or race’ – I would include
understanding the value and application of
existing life experiences and to draw on
these without prejudice or devaluing.
Sense (Nussbaum, 2006): Freedom to use
existing ‘senses, imagine, think, and reason.’

Persistence can be motivated when significant
negative past experiences are transformed into
positive attributes, especially for students from
backgrounds of educational disadvantage
(Rockinson-Szapkiw, Spaulding, Swezey & Wicks,
2014)
Whitehall, Hill, Yost & Kidwell (2018) argue that
life skills such as managing conflict, being open to
change and effective communication are highly
beneficial to students’ and support their success
during and beyond university.
Anya Kamenetz (2015) acknowledges the
importance of a range of non-academic skills as
key to student success. Even if there is debate
about nomenclature, the fact remains that skills
such as social and emotional, growth mindset,
‘soft’ and 21st century skills, and qualities such as
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I was a bit overawed by the university website at the time
and seeking information on that website was kind of like “Oh,
there’s too much here. Where do I start?” Overcoming that,
I had to use people like careers advisors and year advisors
and they were fundamental but, again, I think friendship and
friend relationships were really important because we were
able to seek out and acquire that information together.
(Bradley)
The really kick-ass exciting thing about this is I feel that I’ve
been able to put a lot of the experiences that I’ve had in a
toolbox, you know, it’s really exciting because I thought the
worst thing that could ever happen in my life is if I ever ended
up just being a victim of it and I’m not. (Michelle)
It’s kind of those “If it doesn’t kill you it does make you really
stronger” and you say “Well, I coped with that so I can cope”,
you know. (Josie)
I have had some negative experiences which I believe have
actually benefited me in ways because I am more motivated
to set high goals and work hard to achieve them. (survey
respondent)
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grit, character, non-cognitive traits and habits
contribute significantly to the student’s ‘tool box’
Gordon and Cooper (2010) found that drawing
on skills derived from a range of different
experiences and kinds of knowledge (such as
personal, contextual and experiencial
understandings) enriches and informs practice.
Reflexivity

Knowledge and imagination (Walker, 2006;
Wilson-Strydom, 2015) Specifically the ability
to ‘gain knowledge of chosen academic
subjects’ and using ‘critical thinking and
imagination’ to understand different
perspectives and form opinions.
Practical reason (Nussbaum, 2006): Being
able to ‘engage in critical reflection about the
planning of one's own life’.

Hernandez-Martinez & Williams (2013) argue
that in times of personal crisis or situations
where students experiences ‘lack of fit’ are not
necessarily negative – instead this emotion may
engender “the space where reflexivity can
emerge” which can challenge core assumptions
about “how the world works and provide
resilience to pursure further education” (2013, p.
49)
Drawing on the theory of human agency (Archer
in Luckett & Luckett, 2009), argues that a
(re)positioning in society can become possible
when individuals reflect upon “their objective
positioning in society (the me)” (p. 475). Internal
conversations may be followed by practical
action. When these kinds of internal
conversations are externalised i.e. in
conversation with trusted others, reflexivity is
aided and so is the practice of developing more
accurate evaluations of one’s place in the world,
helping to develop clarity in plans for action and
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I think having that critical view that you get from being at
uni, you seem to have more control over what’s happening to
you. (Aaron)
I think I’m a lot more critically reflective of myself and I
looked at why I failed and I worked out it was because of me
and then I realised that well, if I change my habits then I can
easily get through (Drew)
But to get the most out of university, you have to be willing
to take apart a bit of yourself and realise that we don’t know
everything. I unlearned so much to learn what I now know
and it was the most rewarding thing I’ve ever done. (Evelyn)
Yeah, I had to change my perceptions of myself to be able to
be like, “Okay, everyone’s path is different. You’re not the
same as everyone else” and that’s why I had to overcome
that barrier. (Layla)
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confidence in abilities. (Luckett & Luckett, 2009,
p. 475, 477)
Maturity

This is related to experiential capital and so
can be equated to:
Respect dignity and recognition (Walker,
2006; Wilson-Strydom, 2015): Having ‘respect
for oneself and for and from others, being
treated with dignity and not being diminished
or devalued…’ in this case this devaluing
might occur due to age.

Samuel, Beach & Palmer (2011) identify how
maturity is often driven by internal motivation to
achieve goals, and therefore to persist. There is
also an expectation (realised or not) that the
degree experience will open up more
opportunities for advancement and career choice
than if they did not study. Being a role model
(especially for children) is also a strong motivator
to for mature students to persist
The development of confidence can occur
through validating and recognising the prior
knowledge that mature learners bring to their
university study (Toynton, 2005). In particular
skills such as self-directedness independent
decision-making (Knowles et al 2012) and time
management skills developed through
experience as a worker or managing home life
can be often translated across to university
studies, especially by mature women (Trueman &
Hartley (1996).

My younger self? Yeah, I think my younger self would have
been too distracted. Yeah, probably wait till you’ve had some
life experience and then consider higher studies. (Nicole)
I’m very thankful that I decided to go through with this and
that it was the right choice for me. But like I said, it took me
a really long time to get here and I don’t think as a school
leaver, I would have been in this situation. (Danielle)
So in some aspects, I worked a lot harder than the young
students coming straight from school, however, in other
aspects because of my vast working experience, it all makes a
lot more sense; I can connect to real life and in those aspects,
it was a lot easier (Helen)

According to Shanahan (2000) one of the great
advantages of being mature age at university is
the level of confidence brought by the
experience of life and the world of work.
Discipline
manifested in

Broadly, this relates to Nussbaum’s ‘central
human capabilities’ specifically: Control over

Natalie Gil (2014) presents evidence that juggling
an academic career with sport can be beneficial
to performance in both. The discipline and
stimulation of having a different outlet (of either
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When I was younger I used to do dancing and I just danced
my whole life and it’s kind of instilled in me with the whole
fact that if you want something you need to work hard for it,
you need to work hard every day to get to your goal and the
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various
aspects of life

one's environment in terms of being ‘able to
live one's own life and no one else's.’

sport or study) can help students deal with
challenges and setbacks, as well as enhanced
motivation, time management, self-discipline and
stress relief.

only way to do that is if you set yourself goals and incentives
to work hard towards it. (Lily)

Shipman and Payton (2017) found that students
participating in dance programs help them be
“more creative in the way they approached
problem-solving in the laboratory or classroom”
(para 6) as they had learned how to work in a
group, using these skills for in academic problemsolving. There was a ‘sense of rigor’ (para 7)
being mirrored in the discipline of dance as well
as in academic pursuits.
Questioning
the status quo

In order to enable this capability, it is
necessary to have ‘bodily integrity’ (Walker,
2006; Wilson-Strydom, 2015) where this is
understood to be ‘safety and freedom from
all forms of physical and verbal harassment in
HE’ and also, ‘Control over one's
environment’ (Nussbaum, 2006)

Both Myklebust (2018) and Luckett & Luckette
(2009) highlight the importance of challenging
cultural beliefs for HE students but this was
argued in relation to gender equality (Myklebust,
2018) and gendered structures (Luckett &
Luckett, 2009)
Samuels et al (2011) also highlight the need to
challenge stereotyping of those coming from
background of poverty – these students often
become role models, achieve their goals despite
negativity towards their endeavours, and are
determined to make the change needed for
themselves and their families in order to enhance
life choices through education.
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I’m very organised. I think that comes from my background
of event organising too. I know what has to be done and I set
myself up before each semester, beginning of every week, I
know exactly what has to be done that week. (Trish)

That drive to want to get out and see the world was really
important. Yeah, it sort of made me then probably wanting
to decide what I wanted to do because I didn’t really have
any idea; being in such a small community it was just you
were expected to This is something I just wanted to do all my
life; I wasn’t just able to accept like say for instance, “Why is
there water on the grass when it hasn’t rained?” You know, I
would question things like this and, you know, things like that
so I’ve always wanted to do this and the fact that it is a more
male dominant degree and I am older and all these odds
stacked against me, it’s just something that I wanted to do.
(Pippa)
I also felt that going to university would help me escape I
guess what I would call “the under-class” community – within
housing commission you know, I saw a lot of drug abuse and
mental illness and I saw a lot of despair and they also have in
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However, this capability refers more to the ability
of the individual learner to ‘challenge’ – having
this strength and also, agency, to do this bodes
well for persistence

the under-class community, they reject the mainstream
community’s kind of values, aspirations and justice system
and so they have their own internal justice system and I kind
of rejected a lot of that culture that was from my under-class,
from that community. (Eleanor)

Table 10: Mapping the final list against existing capability lists and relevant literature
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Summative overview of capital and capabilities
When exploring these capabilities and capitals closely, it is clear these exist on a continuum
with each defined in relation to the other. For example, when we reflect upon ‘Sisu’, it is
clear that this ‘grim, gritty, white knuckle form of courage’ is frequently developed or
derived from various forms of experiential capitals or even familial capital where the desire
to succeed is firmly grounded in previous difficult or contested situational contexts. To
further explore this continuity and the relationship between capabilities, the following
sections provide a brief summative overview of each capital / capability based on the
additional data generated from the participant interviews and surveys in this study.
Demonstrating ‘Sisu’:
When students reflected upon Sisu is was often situated as a quality derived from their
family or personal backgrounds but it was characterised in different ways. For some, it was
regarded as a trait or quality that was correlated with being ‘working class’ or ‘poor’. As Erin
so eloquently described:
it [perseverance] was something that we were taught when we were younger that if you really
want something, nothing in life is ever going to be handed to you on a silver platter and that’s
probably because of that working-class ethic in our family, just to never give up – where there’s a
will, there’s a way. (Erin)

Equally, Sisu was developed through facing adversity or difficulties in life that provided a
stubborn mentality or a desire to achieve that students variously characterised as being ‘a
fighter’; ‘digging deep’ or an ‘unwillingness to take no for an answer.’ As both Dyahn and
Skye explain:
I think coming from a family where I had nothing, I don’t want to provide that for my family so
I’m determined to finish uni and secure the job that I want so that my children have a really good
life. (Dyahn)
if you want to be a life-long learner, if you want to be the best you that you can be, you have to keep
going. You have to keep going for yourself, you have to keep going for your kids, you have to show
them that whatever choices you make in life, you can always make other choices and you can always
move forward from wherever it is that you are. (Skye)

Familial Capital:
Closely linked to ‘Sisu” and at times informing its character, is what I have termed as
‘familial capital’ where the connection between the act of persistence and the family (or
members therein) are explicitly linked by the participant. Again, this featured strongly in the
data and was generally characterised by individuals making explicit links between persisting
at university and their family background, circumstances or support. Importantly these
references to family or family were not always positive in nature but equally could reflect a
level of negativity or criticality towards this educational undertaking. However, regardless of
the nature of this support or the ways it was manifested, this was a capital that provided an
impetus or desire within the learner to continue in their educational endeavours:
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I guess that value of putting in an effort, yeah, treatment, achievement, seeing the task through
to the end. We’ve got a bit of a family mantra that you don’t give up, you’ll do what you said
you were going to do. We don’t do things half-heartedly. (Nicole)
Yeah, and I just didn’t do it because there was no much pressure to... “No, university is no
good. You just read books” and the whole family is dead against it; “Get a proper job” – they
didn’t even like me doing Year 11, like, “No, get a job. Everyone else got a job. Why can’t
you?” But I’d say to myself now, “Just do it. Don’t listen. Just do it”. (Aaron)

While the quotes from Aaron and Nicole represent different attitudes and perspectives from
others on their educational decisions, both indicate a resource used for persistence derived
from the family unit. In Aaron’s case the fluidity between capabilities is demonstrated as
while indicating a form of familial capital, equally this quote also represents a form of Sisu.
Help Seeking Behaviours
The ability to actively seek out help or assistance was also a capability identified in the data,
student participants reflected upon this behaviour as being key to their persistence and
success within the HE environment. This capability is action-orientated and involves the
student defining or describing the ways in which they strategise to obtain information and
also, a recognition that this is a quality that has assisted them to pursue their educational
endeavours. Bradley for example, explained how his ‘help seeking behaviour’ was a
capability he had developed over a period of time, as he gradually overcame his sense of
being ‘overawed’ by the university:
I was a bit overawed by the university website at the time and seeking information on that website
was kind of like “Oh, there’s too much here. Where do I start?” Overcoming that, I had to use
people like careers advisors and year advisors (Bradley)

Similarly, Fiona explained how recognising that her own knowledge set was somehow
limited forced her to explore other options and to actively seek out alternative sources of
critical information:
not knowing what uni was like in any small or great aspect and not really getting prepped that
much by school or anyone that really knew what to expect and then early on, just like with help
and kind of if you didn’t go “Stuff it, I’m struggling. I’m going to ask 20 people how to get myself
out of a hole” then I wouldn’t have probably passed a few of those papers. (Fiona)

Experiential Capital
As mentioned previously, experiential capital is closely aligned to familial capital in some
cases and also underpins the capability termed as ‘Sisu’ in this project. This form of capital
was key to a number of students’ narratives of persistence, with many reflecting on how
apriori experiences enabled them to maintain their persistence in the face of adverse or
difficult circumstances. This capital was derived from a range of contexts and circumstances
including family, employment, personal issues and also, broader relational situations. Again,
the common theme in this capital was a direct correlation being made between the actual
experience and the act of persisting at university. As the following quotes highlight :
I have had some negative experiences which I believe have actually benefited me in ways because
I am more motivated to set high goals and work hard to achieve them. (Survey Respondent)
Creating a Capabilities Based Persistence Framework
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I think my resilience. I think I’m very proud of that. Very, very long stories that I could go
through but I’ve had to be resilient – I dropped out of high school, I was homeless for a while, the
father of my first born child passed away, then I got married, my husband and I had a child that
passed away – I’ve had a whole huge massive difficult life (Isabel)

Reflexivity
This capability reflected on individuals’ capacity to reflexively develop and grow from
previous events or situations, this action underpinning their perspective and attitude on
university persistence. Reflexivity is more intangible than the other capitals and capabilities
identified in the data but largely this referred to an examination of feelings, attitudes or
perspectives that positively impacted on perseverance within higher education. Sometimes
this ‘reflexivity’ took the form of a personal sentiment or ‘maxim’ that individuals referred
to when encountering difficulties or obstacles:
I’ve always found it’s not about how you fail, it’s how you pick yourself up and learn from it and
apply that to the next situation. (Leon)

For others, this capability was manifested in terms of recognising the need for internal
change and an openness to implementing such change in order to persist and achieve at
university:
Yeah, I had to change my perceptions of myself to be able to be like, “Okay, everyone’s path is
different. You’re not the same as everyone else” and that’s why I had to overcome that barrier.
(Layla)
You know, I’ve really pushed myself to my limits in this and I think I keep finding new ceilings of
those limits. I think, “Okay, I can’t possibly do anymore” and then I find something else that I
can just stretch a tiny bit more. So I think finding those capacities that, you know, is reaffirming –
that’s been good. It’s also been really hard but yeah, just finding those inner strengths I didn’t
know that I had. (Miriam)

Maturity
Beginning university as an older or ‘mature’ learner remains largely constructed as a nonnormative transition as the foci in the HE sector remains fixed on the school leaver age
group. However, the older cohort is a significant proportion of our student population in
Australia with 39% of HE learners being aged 25 years or older (Department of Education &
Training (DET), 2016). This older cohort continues to be defined in terms of a ‘narrative of
disadvantage (Woodfield, 2012, p410) with one recent study reporting that age increases
the likelihood of early departure from tertiary studies (Burke, 2017). These characteristics
are particularly interesting when we consider that the older students in this study that had
successfully persisted to the end of their degree largely regarded this maturity in positive
ways, a capability that enabled them to maintain momentum in their studies:
Being a mature age student as well, I think I’ve had plenty of years to reflect and think about what
I would do if I could go to uni if I had that opportunity and I think it’s more pronounced as you get
older because you can narrow things down and you can follow that path because you know that
that’s what you want. (Helen)
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Having this maturity and the associated life experiences could also compensate for the
initial gaps in understanding related to being the first in the family. In this way, maturity was
reflected upon as a compensating factor for FiF status:
I feel like if I was younger and I went into university as the first person in my family, I didn’t have support at
home and then all of the other students then looked down on me, I would not have been able to cope with
that and I probably would have dropped out. (Isabel)

Considering maturity as a form of capability has important implications for how students are
constructed particularly older learners, and will be returned to in the recommendations
section of this report.
Discipline manifested in various aspects of life
Related to maturity and also, experiential capital was the ways in which students reflected
upon their ability to apply learnings about being disciplined to areas of study. This cross
fertilisation of knowledge provided learners with additional capability tools that could be
applied to their persistence behaviours within HE. The references to this discipline included
a diversity of referents that centred on an ability to productively apply approaches or skils
used in other facets of life (i.e. sport, work or parenting etc) to the HE space:
I’m very organised. I think that comes from my background of event organising too. I know what has to be
done and I set myself up before each semester, beginning of every week, I know exactly what has to be done
that week. (Trish)

Questioning the status quo
The final capability that emerged strongly from the data was participants’ capacity to
question and, in some cases, reject the ‘status quo’. The latter defined as the expected
and/or existing situations or contexts that participants encountered in their learning
journeys. This capability was sometimes articulated in terms of an individuals’ deliberate
contravening or rejection of social or relational expectations or requirements. For women
this was often the act of disrupting perceived gender norms and choosing university instead
of caregiving or marital responsibilities. Belinda described this in terms of her ‘drive’ to do
something different to what was expected by those around her:
that drive to want to get out and see the world was really important. Yeah, it sort of made me then probably
wanting to decide what I wanted to do because I didn’t really have any idea; being in such a small
community it was just you were expected to probably remain in small communities or marry a farmer or
something like that. I knew that wasn’t for me but because I really hadn’t seen much of the world…
(Belinda)

Others spoke about how their persistence was galvanised by the limitations that were
assumed by their life circumstances and/or those around them; questioning and rejecting
such expectations providing a solid framing from which to maintain their persistence
behaviours:
other students’ negativity and the put-downs, “You can’t do it. You can’t achieve it from the low
social background and you can’t do it. People don’t go to university from families that are born in
low social backgrounds”. Other than that, but I overcame that (Raina)
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Firmly rejecting the expected or anticipated life course provided a number of students with
the determination or motivation to continue their study despite hardships:
If anything, I think about what life would be if I didn't go to uni, and aim away from that by
continuing to study. (Survey respondent)
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Considering Conversion Factors
Sen (2002) argues that we need to deeply examine the actual freedoms people have to actually ‘formulate capabilities’ or valued doings and
beings. Conversion factors ‘impact on the extent to which a person is able to make use of the resources available to them to create capabilities
or opportunities’ (Wilson-Strydom, 2015, p.50). Robeyns (2005, p99) identifies three groups of conversion factors which include personal
conversion factors are internal to an individual and include factors such as physical form, intelligence or health; social conversion factors are
located within society and include policies, social norms, family practices / relationships, gender roles etc and environmental conversion
factors emerge from the physical or built arena that the individual inhabits such as (geographic location or context, climate etc. Conversion
factors are key to capability, as this is not simply about a person’s ability or personal resources but equally about the internal and external
conversion factors that an individuals is situated within or in relation to.
The following table considers the various conversion types in the data and expands upon these in terms of type and definition as well as
grounding these within the literature and the data:
Conversion
Factors
Personal Agency
and Fluidity

Conversion type
Personal

Summary Definition
A fluidity in relation to how HE
attendance is maintained and
incorporated in life; sometimes
this fluidity is manifested in
flexibility in life course
directions and aspirations. This
level of fluidity also implies a
degree of agency

Relevant Literature or further rationale / Ilustrative quotes from the data
explanation
Personal agency is often born from the
skill or practice of self-reflexivity, which is
key to understanding how resilience
develops by some students who manage
to ‘escape the failures of the system’
(Hernandez-Martinez & Williams, 2013, p.
49)
Prins & Schafft (2009) highlight how there
are different pathways taken to
persistence. These are the long-term
pathway (steady prolonged participation),
the mandated pathway (i.e. enforced by
some authority), the tryout out pathway
(student may leave if not deemed suitable
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Being able to do the job that you choose and having
control over your future I think is the biggest benefit
as I see it. Now that I’ve almost got my degree, I
feel in charge of what’s coming next. (Aaron)
…Any minute I get things done – when the kids are
watching tv or after cooking, or after cleaning the
house I would do the online learning work, so I
always make myself disciplined. I don’t want to
procrastinate, to keep putting it off, I don’t want to
… always doing it ahead of time… (Labriesha)
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Conversion
Factors

Conversion type

Summary Definition

Relevant Literature or further rationale / Ilustrative quotes from the data
explanation
or to their liking), the intermittent
pathway (punctuated by periods of
dropping out and in), and short-term
pathway (student achieves goals and
moves on) (p. 2285). Hence in order to
take the different pathways a level of
agency and fluidity is needed on the part
of the learner

HE attendance
understood in an
embodied sense

Personal and
social

A recognition and articulation
of HE attendance in embodied
terms that is sustaining for the
learners

Lifelong learning and striving to achieve
aspirations gives some students an
insatiable desire to keep learning. This is
an embodied response that can instil
confidence for further study, and act as an
escape route from poverty (Samuels,
Beach and Palmer, 2011)
Kahu and Nelson (2018) similarly point to
this emotionally laden nature of learning
particularly when students find their
interests and experiences intersect with
what they are learning – this promotes
“interest and enthusiasm” (Kahu &
Nelson, 2018, p. 65)

Resilient Lived
Experience

Social and
environmental

A resilience that has been
developed through actual ‘lived
experience’ such biographical
moments acting as motivators
for persistence. These are often

Contrary to a culture of poverty
stereotypes, some students characterize
themselves as determined individuals who
value education and want to make
something of themselves, despite the
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If I wasn’t passionate about it, I wouldn’t… be so
invested I don’t think. I mean if I wasn’t passionate
about it I probably wouldn’t be doing it. I’ve gotten
to that point in my life where I realise that if you
don’t love something fully and don’t really give a
rat’s about it, don’t do it. (Danielle)
When I came to [REGIONAL NSW CITY], it was like
going to, I don't know, a closed room where you had
nothing, just school, coming, going and then when I
came back to university it was like the world
opened up again (Deshan)
I’m far more passionate about the things that I’m
doing and I think it means... I do get up day-to-day
and I can get up at 5:30 or 6:00 in the morning and
not complain about the time because I’m excited to
come and do the day so that’s probably the biggest
shift. (Bradley)
…you just keep on going because that’s what you
want; you don’t give up – it’s what you do and it
almost comes naturally. It’s very organic within our
family. I know that other families or other people it
doesn’t come as naturally but when you’ve been
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Conversion
Factors

Conversion type

Summary Definition
related to extremes of poverty,
illness or family breakdown
requiring an ability to ‘pick
yourself up’ and keep going
despite significant life events or
experiences

Relevant Literature or further rationale / Ilustrative quotes from the data
explanation
societal constraints placed upon them.
(Samuels, Beach and Palmer, 2011)

surrounded by your whole life in the face of sadness,
grief, you know, the unknown – after seeing all
those things play out, you just keep on going’. (Erin)
I’ve got my resilience because I’ve spent pretty
much most of my life people telling me that I won’t
amount to much, I won’t get to university, I’m not
smart enough… (Hayley)
I’ve always found it’s not about how you fail, it’s
how you pick yourself up and learn from it and apply
that to the next situation. (Leon)

Well-developed
self-concept or
efficacy

Personal

Manifested through an innate
confidence in abilities perhaps
as a result of high IQ or due to a
recognition of being a role
model and the responsibilities
this position holds

Lehmann’s (2012) study of working-class,
FiF students demonstrates that those who
show ‘commitment’ to academic and
social involvement in university are highly
motivated and excited about learning as
well as being realistic, ambitious with
clearly stated career goals (p. 531). As
they become well integrated into the life
of a university student and gain skills and
experiences which enable them to
understand the benefits of participating as
fully as possible and taking advantage of
opportunities that arise, they are not like
to need the same support as they already
have a good understanding and
acceptance of the means and ends of a
university education (p. 543).
First generation students often believe
they are responsible for “setting a good
example for younger family members and
friends back home” (Wang, p. 281). This
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I remember in high school I never did a lot of prep
and organisation and things like that for classes and
my friends went and did their homework all the time
and I was lucky to get through – we were graded in
classes in my high schools and I was always in the
top ones so I guess I would call myself, you know,
fairly intelligent (Bronnie)
I just want to do it. I have this desire. I think being...
I’m the eldest out of my... I have two younger
siblings and I have four cousins on one side and two
on the other and out of all of them, I’m the eldest
again and I think I wanted to be a good role model.
I was always the oldest so they were always copying
me... I want to be the person that they look up to
and even though I’m older and they’ve grown and
it’s a little different, I still want to be the older
cousin, the older sister that achieves what she sets
out to achieve. (Jennifer)
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Conversion
Factors

Conversion type

Summary Definition

Relevant Literature or further rationale / Ilustrative quotes from the data
explanation
perception of responsibility comes with
the need to make ‘smart choices’ (Wang,
2014)
For adults, attending university is often a
strong motivating factor to provide
alternative positive role models who instill
the value and benefits of becoming
educated (Samuels, Beach and Palmer,
2011). Concerns about leaving a legacy for
future generations may also be a catalyst
and motivator for change (Ayres &
Guilfoyle, 2008).

Access to
productive
relational
networks

Social

Access to emotional supporters
and/or strategic influencers
that (in combination) provide
emotional and instrumental
support

Students place value on meaningful
connections with people and on feeling a
sense of belonging both academically and
socially (Seifert, Henry & Peregrina-Kretz,
2014)
When institutional focus is placed on
programs to support students, relational
networks can be fostered with faculty and
peers, enhancing academic persistence
(Pizzolato, Olson & Monje-Paulson 2017).
Perceptions of social support are crucial
for developing positive relationships
between students and their
teachers/supervisors, enhancing
engagement in academic pursuits
(Dupont, Galand & Nils, 2015).
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The first that I would say is friends. I think I’m
incredibly lucky in that I have a friendship group who
not only support everything that I do and receive the
same from me in return, but are very open about
that support and sometimes it amazes me looking
at older generations who sometimes struggle
sharing that emotive support, particularly among
men; there’s this need for stoicism that I think my
friends don’t necessarily have which is really good
because it means we can support each other very
openly and warmly. They’ve kind of been the
bedrock of my experience. (Bradley)
I’ve always been supported by really good bosses;
they’ve helped me in any way, shape and form.
Even though they’re previous bosses now, I still see
them when I’m in Sydney and catch up and they’re
very supportive so I guess that. (Bronnie)
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Conversion
Factors

Conversion type

Summary Definition

Relevant Literature or further rationale / Ilustrative quotes from the data
explanation
When students have access to teaching
staff who engage in and encourage
meaningful interactions, students’ interest
and motivation are fostered (Siegle,
Rubenstein & Mitchell, 2014)

Access to
contextual
applications of
learning that are
immediate and
authentic.

Environmental

Opportunities to apply learning
within practical situations
perhaps in a volunteer or
employment capacity

Timing of unpaid work experience is
critical to gaining employment postgraduation and can lead to different
employment outcomes (Purcell et al.,
2013). Students who undertook work
placements integral to the course,
vacation internships and paid work for
career experience during their studies had
a higher proportion of respondents who
felt that their post-graduation job was
very appropriate for them (Purcell et al.,
2013).
Learning to apply knowledge and skills
which benefits others has a number of
advantages including deeper disciplinary
understanding, problem-solving and
critical thinking skills, but also growth in
personal and social aspects through
‘enhanced personal efficacy, moral
reasoning, interpersonal skills,
intercultural competencies, commitments
to social service, and … career
development’ (Bandy, 2016)

having access to a classroom that I can use and try
things out – that’s helped enormously. (Aaron)
I think knowing what I want, where I want to be,
seeing that in the future has helped a lot. I don't
know what it is but I know there’s something there
and it’s become clearer with each year doing
voluntary work. Step-by-step it becomes a bit clear.
The haze is slowly going away. (Christina)
Yeah, I was working at the refuge from when I first
started my study through to third year and that was
a great experience because I was able to apply the
knowledge and the skills and the understanding… I
feel it is tools in my toolbox and that’s one of the
greatest things I’ve gotten out of study. (Michelle)

Table 11: Mapping the conversion factors against the literature
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Creating a ‘pragmatic’ capabilities matrix for application
This section will streamline the capabilities and also the conversion factors to propose a pragmatically focussed list. Each of the capabilities and
the conversion factors are outlined in the Tables below, which includes examples of practical applications that may support the application and
generative growth of these.
Capabilities /
Capitals

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

Demonstrating ‘Sisu’ Drawing on student life skills and experience
to bring attention to behaviours they can
(including
draw upon
questioning the
status quo)
Providing targeted workshops that aim to get
students to reflect on their life stories as a
means to foreground and affirm the
resilience and motivations for their study
Foreground the positive potential of negative
or disruptive experiences by drawing on
other students’ stories.
Welcome and encourage ‘counter narratives’
of students that disrupt the normalised and
assumed nature of the student population
and academic culture - deliberately
foreground this diversity and recognise that
this is the ‘norm’ not the exception.

Many institutions have begun to feature digital stories from diverse
students and ‘counter narratives’. Some examples include:
Drawing on life skills and experience, in particular this young woman’s
inspiring story where she recognises that “sport gave me ambition
and the drive to succeed in other areas of my life”; see also others in
FirstDegree student stories (Charles Sturt University)
Targeted workshops modelled on building storytelling capacity which
is strengths-focused, such as these stories developed through Digital
Storytellers
Drawing on other students’ stories, such as Stories from FirstGeneration College Students, (University of Massachusetts)
Encouraging ‘counter narratives’ could be through the adoption of a
national day, such as in the US: National First-Generation Student Day
which involves universities running First-Gen orientated activities in
tandem, using social media to share their celebratory events and
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Capabilities /
Capitals

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches
diverse stories of first-gen students. Institutions sign up for the day
and pledge to run a range of profiled activities.

Familial Capital

Engage productively with both the student
and their wider community - particularly
those members of the community that have a
caring or close relationship with the student.
These relationships should not necessarily be
based upon ‘bloodlines’ but rather recognise
that family can be translated in different
ways by different people and cultures.

A family/community focused approach to engage those who play a
significant role in the lives of FiF could be inspired by Vanderbilt
University’s ‘Vandy Firsts’: parents and family members of first-gen
students can be involved in the university journey through targeted
programs, information and events.

Shifting the subtle deficit discourse around
seeking additional assistance in your studies this should be normalised as an expected
rather than an unusual behaviour.

Success by design is an innovative model for an institutional approach
to integrated support that responds to the changing characteristics of
the ‘typical’ student. This begins with particular campuses developing
a definition of success as the end goal to develop “a holistic, student-

Acknowledging the crucial role of those within the ‘influential circle’
of FiF students could follow the initiative of Rice University, Houston
TX. To bring them on the journey they congratulate parents on their
The university community should
first gen student, have a New Families Orientation as well as a
productively leverage the ‘influential circle’ of parents’ homepage.
the students to ensure that these people are
brought on the journey with the student
Universities need to better understand the important role of family,
rather than left behind or unacknowledged
especially the emotional support provided to low-SES students. Roksa
and Kinsley (2019) recommend engaging parents and significant
Acknowledge and celebrate the different
others in discussions on the academic and social needs of their FiF
kinds of support from family/community that student, which can help validate and strengthen the support they
assist students to persevere in their studies
provide, as well as give them tools to refer to appropriate student
interventions, if needed
Help Seeking
Behaviours
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Capabilities /
Capitals

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

Renaming student services related to
academic skills so that the focus is on
‘success’ and maximising ‘success’ rather
than ‘support’ or ‘needing help’

centred strategy across all dimensions of the student experience,
from the classroom to support services to campus operations to
relationships with the broader community, with all designed to foster
measurable improvements” (p. 4). The diagram below shows
intervention planning for student support (p. 12)

Foregrounding the numbers and types of
students that seek out support and the
‘success’ that results from accessing these
areas.
Utilising the expertise and experience of
peers to both foreground how this activity is
necessary and ‘normal’ and equally highlight
how these ‘help seeking behaviours’ have
assisted other students
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Capabilities /
Capitals

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches
The above figure represents an institutional approach to predictive
modelling for support interventions which may be useful in identifying
students who need extra assistance in their first year. The model uses
pre- and post-enrolment data (demographic characteristics, family
income; academic and social experiences during semester e.g.
attendance, low grades, lack of engagement) to arrive at a “success
score” (p. 10). A lower score would generate individualised prompts
to direct the student to particular support services

Experiential Capital
including the
discipline derived
from other areas of
life

Translating existing life skills into what is
required within the HE environment but
doing this is a deliberate and structured
manner

There are a number of career apps designed to get students to
consider their strengths and also direct them to possible career
avenues – some examples include:

Career Quiz at Job Outlook:
Creating opportunity within the curriculum to https://joboutlook.gov.au/CareerQuiz.aspx
reflect upon existing skills and importantly to Open Colleges:
validate these through structured
https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/careers/career-quiz
assignments or tasks linked to the curricula
foci
Foregrounding and acknowledging existing life skills could be done
through opportunities which encourage the student voice: such as
Creating the opportunity and the ‘space’ for
equity through discussion strategies which are intentional in calling on
students to ‘share’ their personal experiential diverse voices to ensure multiple perspectives. This video also
resources and strategies - i.e a ‘reflective’
provides insight into how one lecturer provides these opportunities;
workshops or conversation group / yarning
also 5 ways to give students a voice is geared to schools but strategies
circle
could also be useful in HE.
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Capabilities /
Capitals

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches
Self-assessment tools could be adopted in HE where students’ prior
knowledge or experience are explicitly sought and connected to the
curriculum. An example of some of the questions that would make
these links explicit can be found here. Diagnostic tests that encourage
self-reflection on existing strengths is also useful and examples from
the Nursing field can be found here. Similarly self-assessment rubrics
could also be utilised by adapting existing ones like Employing Student
Success.
Opportunities for students to be involved as ‘change agents’ of
curriculum (re)design and/or evaluation can bring about change which
creatively draws upon their skills and strengths such as in various
digital literacies initiatives, or other innovative approaches to issues
such as Therapaws to foster student mental health and wellbeing
Creating a safe space for students to share can be used in formal and
informal situations in HE through Yarning Circles. These have been
integral to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture over millennia
for building respectful relationships through creating a safe space for
honest interactions and active listening (see Gnibi @ SCU, QCCA;
applying YC methodology in HE). Establishing open cultural spaces on
campus to create opportunities for students to share on country, e.g.
Macquarie University Learning Circle

Reflexivity

Characterising the HE journey as one that
requires ongoing self-reflection, emphasising

At the University of South Carolina Academic Coaching for students
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Capabilities /
Capitals

Maturity

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

the importance of a growth mindset and
providing the tools / resources that
encourage this state.

is approached as ‘holistic advising’ where academic coaches provide
individualised support across the lifecycle of the university experience
to set students up for success.

Consider the role of ‘life coaches’ as a safe
space for students to reflect upon their
journey - these coaches could provide and
support within the whole of student life-cycle
and act as a ‘one-stop’ shop for the learner,
advising on both practical and more personal
issues related to studying at university - this
could range from essential academic skills /
wellbeing / personal traits and qualities
through to accommodation / financial issues.

Building students’ capacity to manage change in positive ways in their
HE journey could utilise strengths-based approaches such as
Appreciative Inquiry (AI). AI focuses on strategies for creating
effective healthy and interconnected relationships, throughout the
entire change (or transition) process. This could be through ensuring
genuine opportunities for the student voice in decision-making at all
levels (e.g. institutional policy, assessment topics/criteria, learning
pathways); through active involvement encourage questioning that
stimulates creative and positive alternatives to issues that contribute
to continual improvement in the learning experience.

Foreground and celebrate the mature age
population rather than relying on stock
images of young people!

Featuring stories of mature age learners with photos such as ‘Being a
mature-age student: my story’, CSU’s FirstDegree where mature
students are encouraged to share their stories, or student authored
blogs or articles feature mature students (such as Wise ASSC blog).

Understand that maturity is not only derived
from age or stage of life but also life
experience - this relates to ‘experiential
capital’ where essential life skills and
experiences can provide key skills and
attributes that support persistence
behaviours.

There is growing interest in the benefits of combining different age
groups, particularly in the community sector such as mixing aged care
with childcare e.g. ConnectAbility Australia. This is a concept that
could be adopted in HE such as in in peer mentoring programs, or
group projects as a way of encouraging intergenerational sharing of
skills and knowledges.
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Capabilities /
Capitals

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

Create meaningful opportunities for students
at various ages and stages of life to engage in
information sharing - a two-way approach to
learning about university culture

Similarly passing on wisdom from generation to generation could be
better utilised in HE, such as including older and younger students in
research related projects within the HE space as co-curricular activity

Conversion Factors

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

Personal Agency
and Fluidity

Be explicit about the many different ‘paths’
that students take into and through university
including the many interruptions that can
occur during the degree.

Victoria University Block Mode is an innovative approach in HE,
which responds to different paths that students take and
acknowledges the increasing diversity in the student population.
Block mode teaching is enacted through focus on flexibility, active
learning and small group learning, catering to a wide diversity of
students. Block subjects are taught one at a time over a few weeks
rather than several subjects over a semester. This enables a more
flexible pathway of study for students, especially beneficial for those
with work/family/cultural responsibilities or if geographically
distant. Block mode enables a pathway which can more readily fit
into their lives and circumstances.

Ensure these paths are clearly articulated and
accessible to all students and their family /
community so that it is clear, for example, that
a 3-year degree is no longer the norm but
rather the exception. Gamification is one way
to explore this area in an immersive way as
existing or future students can explore options
as they move through the ‘virtual’ university
landscape

Campus Quest (online open access game) has been created by Curtin
university to highlight the ‘pitfalls’ and ‘successes’ of university life.
There are also quizzes available to test out online learning and
future career options.
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Conversion Factors

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

HE attendance
understood in an
embodied sense

Finding out students’ passion for learning - not
assuming this is always to do with future
employability or increased earning potential

Matching passion with purpose challenges the ‘pursue your passion’
discourse. Through research with 5000 managers and employees,
the author demonstrated that passion when coupled with a strong
sense of purpose led to more focused energy and better
performance in work/career. The principle of identifying passion and
purpose, such as in career support programs or WIL subjects could
assist students with greater satisfaction in what they can contribute
as well as future employability.

Acknowledging the emotional nature of
learning and leveraging existing ‘passion’ and
‘desire’ to assist in maintaining motivation
levels.

Resilient Lived
Experience

Adopting more flexible approaches to
assessment topics that align to what students
are intrinsically interested in as a way to
encourage their passion for learning

‘Students as partners’ (SAP) provides a means to alternative
approaches to student engagement and support and is emerging as
an important initiative within the HE sector (Matthews, 2016).
Authentic partnerships can take shape through learning, teaching
and assessment; curriculum design and pedagogical consultancy,
subject-based research and inquiry and the scholarship of teaching
and learning (see Educause Review). Involvement in decisions that
can have a positive impact on the learning experience, such as in SAP
in formative assessment.

Create meaningful opportunities for students
to share how they overcome difficulties

Feature university magazine article on aspects of the first-gen
experience e.g. First-Generation Faculty Share Stories of Overcoming
Setbacks to Pursue their Passions

Provide resources and strategies that re-vision
‘difficulty’ as a form of ‘strength’ - this needs
to be deliberate and foregrounded as our
student populations are derived from such a
diversity of backgrounds and often students
have endured and overcome many different

This may include well-known people, such as Michelle Obama’s
inspiring message on being a first-generation student, or less wellknown but authentic (such as links to stories in Demonstrating Sisu,
Familial Capital and Maturity sections)
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Conversion Factors

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

hurdles or obstacles in life. By not
acknowledging the student in a ‘holistic sense’
we are failing to leverage the many complex
dimensions of these learners.

Graduated or FiF students in their final years could be invited to
form a panel or share their story or advice, for events targeted at FiF
and their family/significant others

Include a range of public speaking events that
focus on inspirational stories that the student
population can relate to and apply to their own
contexts
Well-developed
self-concept or
efficacy

Avoid adopting a one-size fits all approach for
students from equity backgrounds
This includes not making any assumptions that
all FiF or equity students require the same
level and types of services

Access to productive These networks exist both within and outside
relational networks university - including emotional champions
such as family, friends and community
members as well as more strategic influencers
who are often employers, teachers or those
occupying roles that impact on the learner.
Consider ways that these networks can be
included more deliberately in the HE journey
of the student.

Victoria University offers ‘Advising for Success’ as part of their
support program where students meet with a dedicated Student
Advisor for personalised advice and support to help them succeed in
their studies as well as getting the most out of the university
experience.
(See also examples in Familial Capital)
Storytelling has the power to bring diverse people together
“Everybody’s story is as important as the next” (Steve Simundson)
and is a great way to validate the efforts of others as networks of
support for students https://tribalcollegejournal.org/storytellingpower-bring-people/)
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Conversion Factors

Recommendations

Examples of good practice/approaches

Recognise the importance of validation or
encouragement that is derived from within the
university, particularly when offered by
academic or teaching staff - such recognition
can be a powerful signifier of belonging for
students, often validating their decision to
attend university.
Access to contextual
applications of
learning that are
immediate and
authentic.

Expand opportunities to participate in
extracurricular activities to all students by
recognising that some students may not have
the financial resources needed to volunteer
and so access to financial aid will be required.
Offer solutions to the most fundamental issues
around participating in internships or work
experience for students - for example, provide
assistance with transport / offer a ‘business
attire’ clothing pool so that students can ‘dress
for success’ , provide meal vouchers for
lunches/ options for child minding

The Universities Admission Centre (UAC) provides a list of Australian
Government financial assistance such as Youth Allowance, Student
Start-up Loan or Education Entry Payment, as well as Equity
Scholarships available to Indigenous Australians or those with
refugee status, those with carer responsibilities, English language
difficulty, financial hardship, medical/disability or ongoing effects of
abuse, regional/remote disadvantage, sole parent responsibilities.
Individual universities usually offer a range of scholarships.
Dress for Success is an international not-for-profit organisation
supporting ‘women achieve economic independence’ including
providing professional attire. This initiative could be adopted in the
university sector to support equity students - with staff donating
‘gently-used clothing’ to a clothing pool
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Critical Reference Group Consultation
Upon completion of the first draft of the persistence framework, five experts in the field of
capabilities and capital theory were asked to critically appraise this draft and provide
feedback in relation to analysis and theoretical applications. The expert reference group
met in November 2019 and the invited members included:
Dr Dina Bowman: Principal Fellow, Work and Economic Security in BSL's Research and Policy
Centre and Honorary Principal Fellow in the School of Social and Political Sciences, at the
University of Melbourne. Dina's research focuses on work, employment, economic security
and inequality. As an economic sociologist, she is interested in how gender, class, age, 'race'
and disability intersect with paid and unpaid work to shape economic advantage or
disadvantage across the life course. She is particularly interested in the lived experience of
economic insecurity, low paid work and income support, how social policy impacts on
people's lives and policy responses to economic insecurity. She leads research on work and
economic security at the Research and Policy Centre at the Brotherhood of St Laurence. She
leads the longitudinal study Life Chances, which is now in its 29th year.
Professor Penny Jane Burke: Global Innovation Chair of Equity and Director of the Centre of
Excellence for Equity in Higher Education (CEEHE). Since completing her ESRC-funded PhD in
2001, she has been actively involved in shaping the field of equity in higher education (HE)
through research, institutional leadership and the development of research networks and
programs. Pushing the boundaries of the field, she developed praxis-based approaches that
work towards transforming educational spaces and imaginaries and bringing research,
theory and practice together. Her personal experience of returning to study via an Access to
Higher Education program has fuelled her ongoing commitment to generating research with
impact; firmly located in social justice methodologies. Penny Jane has published extensively
in the field, including the authored books, Changing Pedagogical Spaces in HE (Burke,
Crozier and Misiaszek, 2018, Routledge), Reconceptualising Lifelong Learning (Burke and
Jackson, 2007, Routledge), The Right to HE (Burke, 2012) and Accessing Education effectively
widening participation (Burke, 2002). Since relocating full-time to Australia in 2016,
Professor Burke has engaged and informed the Australian HE sector in both research, policy
and practice including through her role as an inaugural member of the Federal Department
of Education and Training’s Equity Research and Innovation Expert Panel.
Dr Tamsin Hinton-Smith: Senior Lecturer in Higher Education at the University of Sussex in
the UK. Her background is as a sociologist of gender and education, and she is a former CoDirector of the Sussex Centre for Gender Studies and current Deputy Director of the Centre
for Teaching and Learning Research. Tamsin’s central research interests include around
higher education participation by 'non-traditional' students, and experiences of
(un)belonging and marginalisations. Tamsin’s work has included around university students
who are lone and teenage parents; care leavers; from Gypsy, Roma or Traveller (GRT)
backgrounds; and young people living in areas where higher education participation is low.
Tamsin commenced university as a single teenage parent herself. Recent sole and coauthored articles include Higher education outreach: examining key challenges for
academics. (2019), Roma women’s higher education participation: whose
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responsibility? (2018), The ‘success’ of looked after children in Higher Education in England:
near peer coaching, ‘small steps’ and future thinking. (2018), and Negotiating the risk of
debt-financed higher education: the experience of lone parent students. (2016).
Dr Tebeje Molla is an Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Early Career Researcher
Award (DECRA) Fellow in Deakin University’s Strategic Research Centre in
Education, Research for Educational Impact (REDI). His research focuses on educational
inequality and policy responses, transnational educational policy processes, graduate
research training policy, and teacher professional learning. Theoretically, his work is
informed by critical sociology and a capability approach to social justice and human
development.
Dr Lien Pham : Senior Lecturer in Higher Degree Research Education at the Graduate
Research School, University of Technology Sydney. Her research and publications are in
international education and development, sociology of education, civil society, social justice,
and diaspora combining critical theory and political philosophy. She has consulted for NSW
government agencies in policy-focused research and evaluations, and for UNESCO on
educational policy reforms in South East Asia. Her PhD research is recently published as a
monograph entitled “International Graduates Returning to Vietnam: Experiences of the
Local Economies, Universities and Communities”. She is currently writing a book on social
activism and democratic capability under conditions of (democratic) duress.
Based on feedback from the group the following changes were implemented to the framing
document and the framework:
Recommended Changes:
•

•

•

Inclusion of sections that clearly detail my positioning as a researcher and also
clearly articulates the ways in which this framework should be perceived / regarded
by others. Specifically, these sections articulate how the enactment of ‘persistence’
is not in itself necessarily a positive thing for those currently situated within the HE
sector, recognising that some of the capabilities and ‘ways of being’ come at a
personal and emotional cost to participants. The intent of this framing paper is also
outlined as the objective is not to condone this system but rather to highlight how
learners themselves articulated the ways in which they managed HE. Such detailed
recognition is necessary as without detailed understanding of how learners
themselves managed this peristence behaviour, our ability (as HE actors and equity
providers) to provide necessary support and appropriate pedagogies to our diverse
HE populations will remain limited.
The term ‘persistence’ is also defined in relation to this particular study, recognising
that this research does not subscribe to a meritocratic, neo-liberal approach to
persistence (as detailed in publications: O’Shea & Delahunty, 2018; Delahunty &
O’Shea, 2019) but rather sought to explore how students themselves perceived the
act of persisting in a sometimes alien and confronting environment.
The framework has been more clearly located within the current policy context and
how this context informed the approach taken is considered in a more reflexive
manner.
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•

•

•

The term ‘conversion factors’ has been more clearly articulated recognising that
there is a level of ambiguity around this term, Robeyn’s (2005) typology of
conversion factors have been detailed within the document and the conversion
factors mapped back to these types.
Increased reference to Bourdieu’s notion of habitus and field (as well as more
explicit reference to capitals) in order to more explicitly ground the findings but
recognising that the focus in this document is on ‘what works’ in a practical setting.
Further publicatons will focus on the ways in which learners are required to act in
order to make the system work for them as well as exploring what the personal and
hidden ‘costs’ of this action are for those involved.
Inclusion of more detailed diagrammatic overviews of how the framework
(specifically the capabilities and capitals) emerged from the data.

After providing detailed feedback, the expert committee also participated in a two-day
symposium that foregrounded their work in capitals and capabilities approaches. This twoday symposium received over 70 registrations with representation from across Australia and
also, New Zealand and Canada. Participants included researchers, equity practitioners,
policy makers and also, community representatives who attended a series of presentations
and panel discussions on the broad theme of student retention and persistence. Details of
the Symposium: Capabilites and Capitals: Student Persistence and Success at university can
be found at the following link: https://capabiliesandcapitalssymposium.eventbrite.com.au
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Appendix One: Details of collective nodes across the project
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Appendix Two: How the nodes were collapsed and refined
Creation of Conversion Factors:
Theme / Node
Description
Social
The act of drawing upon
networks of
developed/ing social
support
networks that enabled
students to maintain
persistence
Networks of
References to people that
influential
have assisted in this
people
journey who are not family
members, they may be in a
position of power or
relative power compared
to the student

Changes/Elaboration
These relationships are supportive in
nature so this is an emotional support
base of friends mainly who provide
encouragement – these are the ‘cheer
leaders’ for students but also there are
networks of influential people – these
are more strategic relationships so will
collapse these two but specify the
elements of this:
Social Networks of Support / Networks
of influential people collapsed into:
Access to productive Relational
Networks that fulfil two key functions:
- Emotional ‘champions’ or ‘cheer
leaders’, usually friends who may or
may not have any direct experience of
HE
AND
- Strategic influencers, often in
positions of relative power who
provide instrumental encouragement
& support
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Theme / Node
Engagement
with industry
and discipline

Complementary
institutional
experiences

Description
The blending of
experience in both
the industry and
academic discipline
which effectively
facilitated
opportunities for
some learners
How some learners
considered their
experience in one
education
institutional
environment as
fundamental to
sustaining their
ongoing journey in
HE.

Changes/Elaboration
This seems to be more about
applying learning to practical
situations so having the opportunity
in the form of a job or volunteer
role that allows immediate
application of learning.
Again I am collapsing these two
nodes into one as they both seem
to have similar foci:
Contextual applications of learning
that are immediate and authentic.

Figure 9: Contextual applications of learning
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Capabilities and Capitals merged and mapped to Conversion Factors
Theme/Node
8) Agency

9) Altered or
Fluid Trajectories

10) Fluid identity

Description
Students refer to
personal agency
around making HE
work, this might
include actively
seeking out
additional support
to assist them in
undertaking studies
Then and now
statements that
reveal changes to
aspirations and how
these have
complemented
movement through
university
Students articulate
fluid identity
positions with
regard to the
various roles they
occupy in life

Proposed Changes
Merge Agency / Altered or Fluid
Trajectories and also Fluid Identity
to create
Personal Agency and Fluidity
(Conversion Factor):
This not only includes a personal
agency but also an ability to enact
fluid identity positions and
trajectories. This would include a
fluidity in relation to how HE
attendance is maintained and
incorporated in life; sometimes this
fluidity is manifested in flexibility in
life course directions and
aspirations
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Theme/Node
5) Desiring More

2) Finding a
passion

7) Love of
learning
(Capability List)

Description
Passion or desire for
getting more out of
life which has
underpinned this
persistence at
university
This passion may
include the learning
/ discipline area/
applying knowledge/
giving back to
community and
others. This passion
has acted as a
motivator
Students refer to a
love of learning that
both challenges and
motivates them in
their pursuit of HE

Proposed Changes
Merge ‘Desiring More’, ‘Finding a
Passion’ and ‘Love of Learning’ to
create
HE attendance understood as an act
of passion or love (Conversion
Factor)
This is a deliberate characterisation
of HE as being an act of love or
passion; this embodied nature
sustains the learners in times of
difficulty. This is a motivator.
References include:
- A deep love of learning that can be
both challenging and motivating
- A passion to give back to the
community and others.
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Theme/Node
Developing a
sense of the self
as persistent FF

Resilient
Biographies FF

Resilience
(Capability)

Description
Students referring to
themselves as
persistent recognising that
trait in themselves using 'self talk' to
encourage
continuation at uni
Examples of stories
or biographical
experiences that
students refer to as
almost preparing
them for HE - these
are often stories of
struggles and
overcoming
obstacles to attend
university
The capacity to
recover quickly from
difficulties; a
toughness of spirit,
not letting difficult
circumstance
become a reason or
rationale not to
persist

Proposed Changes
Merge developing a sense of the
self as persistent, Resilient
biographies, and resilience to create
Resilient Lived Experience
(Conversion Factor)
This is more than just reflecting on
‘being resilient’ or defining the self
as resilient but actually is derived
from a lived experience of resilience.
A resilience that is manifested by:
-

-

-

Figure 12: Resilient lived experience (CF)

A capacity to recover quickly
from difficulties;
A toughness of spirit that
does not allow difficult
circumstances become a
reason or rationale not to
persist
Biographical experiences that
students refer to as almost
preparing them for HE
Using resilient self-talk to
manage their persistence
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Theme/Node
3) Individual
effort or
independence

7) Perception or
awareness of
natural ability
6) Being an
exemplar for
others

Description
When the HE
journey feels like it
has been the effort
of the student alone,
there has not been
others involved in
this journey of
persistence
Students refer to
having a sense of
ability might be an
affinity with learning
or high IQ
References to an
awareness of being
an example, a role
model and how this
assists in persistence

Proposed Changes
Merge individual effort or
independence, perceptions or
awareness of natural ability and
being an exemplar for others to
create:
Well-developed self-concept or
efficacy (Conversion Factor)
This refers to a sense of being able
to achieve without the assistance or
intervention of others, it may also
manifest itself as an innate
confidence in abilities (such as a high
IQ) or perhaps an awareness of the
self as being a role model or
exemplar for others and the
responsibilities this positionality
holds
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Final List of Capitals and Capabilities
Grit or
A sense of
Demonstrating ‘Sisu’
determined
having to fight
persistence
or push back to This is a Finnish word that is used to refer to
attend - this is
courage or an ability to keep going despite
not an
obstacles. This is more than Grit or
entitlement.
determination (adopting Duckworth’s definition
This is more
of Grit as a passion and perseverance for longthan just
term and meaningful goals)
persistence but
a determination According to Wikipedia, Sisu is ‘a grim, gritty,
to keep going
white-knuckle form of courage that is presented
typically in situations where success is against
the odds. It expresses itself in taking action
Fearless or
Students refer
daunting (FF) to their decision against the odds and displaying courage
and resoluteness in the face of adversity, in
to come to
other words, deciding on a course of action and
university as
then sticking to that decision, even despite
being an act of
bravery - which repeated failures.
might have
Sisu also contributes to what has been
negative
named the action mindset; a consistent,
repercussions
courageous approach toward challenges which
Obstinacy or Being tenacious at first seem to exceed our capacities
Tenacity
or obstinate in
“Sisu is more about taking action against the
dedication to
odds and stretching beyond one's observed
continue with
capacities, than about pursuing long term goals”
HE
(Emilia Lahti, https://www.emilialahti.com/)
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Familial Support

Specific reference to the support/influence of family as a motivator to persist - the connection between family and
persistence is key

Help Seeking
Behaviours

Students seek help and advice in a proactive manner - seeking out support themselves

Experiential
Capital

References to life skills or experiences that have enabled the student to dig deep and keep going - these experiences include
those from life, work or family

Reflexivity

Skills at being able to reflect upon the self - student refer to their self-reflections or reflection on life as assisting them in their
persistence

Maturity

Students refer to their age as assisting them in persisting - this may be related to experiential capital

Discipline
manifested in
various aspects
of life

When students refer to being disciplined in other areas of their life and how this discipline impacted on their persistence
behaviours

Questioning the
status quo

An ability to ask questions and seek out information - just not accepting the status quo. This is not about seeking assistance
but rather refusing to accept things just because this is how it has always been
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Appendix Three: Additional examples of how students expressed the capabilities
Capabilities /
Capitals
Demonstrating ‘Sisu’

The ways in which students articulated these4
I like to talk about the fact that I’m persistent. It’s probably a strength of character that I did get from my working-class family is persistence is
probably one of the greatest gifts that we’re given in the ability to succeed at anything that we undertake … it’s the consistent applications of
discipline and perseverance that get you to the result that you want to achieve. (Brett)
I think coming from a family where I had nothing, I don’t want to provide that for my family so I’m determined to finish uni and secure the job that I
want so that my children have a really good life. (Dyahn)
My perseverance. My perseverance – never to give up. It was something that everyone in our family has; it was something that we were taught when
we were younger that if you really want something, nothing in life is ever going to be handed to you on a silver platter and that’s probably because of
that working class ethic in our family, just to never give up – where there’s a will, there’s a way. (Erin)
That is grunt - that is do whatever is needed to get a job done. I play a bit of sport and I’m very competitive and that south-west Sydney mongrel is all
about doing whatever you need to do to get the job done, through exhaustion, through pain; you do what you need to do to succeed. (Fabian)
Probably because I know not to give up and no matter how many times people tell me “You can’t do it”, if I’ve set my mind to something and I’ve got
a dream, I’ll do it, I’ll get there some way. (Hayley)
I’m very stubborn and I’m driven so I think – I’m going to swear – but I think “I’m going to bloody well beat you. You’re not beating me”. That’s
how I can say it – when I get that low it makes me angry and it motivates... (Lara)
well, as a student, I hit that many obstacles, even just getting in these doors that I guess my – what’s the word? I’ve just been relentless. I just have
not given up so I think that, you know, whether it be a hard assessment, a hard subject... I banged on so many doors in this place to make sure it
happened and I could have easily given up but I didn’t, thankfully. I think that’s probably one of the biggest qualities is that I’m a fighter and a lot of
that I think comes from my background as well. You know, you’ve got to be a fighter. (Molly)
My persistence, my unwillingness to give up, my unwillingness to take “no” for an answer. (Paige)
my determination to succeed by working my absolute arse off (Pippa)

4

These are simply a selection of quotes that are broadly representative of how students articulated these capabilities and capitals – a more thorough overview of this
articulation is provided in forthcoming publications related to this project.
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There’s been a lot of times when I’ve just stamped my foot and said, “I’m not” – because it would have been so easy to just stop, (Ruth)
Honestly, at this point, it’s pretty sure it’s just my sheer determination to not quit – quitting, I hate it so much. I can’t do it. I can’t. I think it would
drive me more insane than staying here. I don't know. Honestly, I’ve considered it. (Sophie)
After leaving a situation of domestic violence and during another period of depression I was tossing up whether to end my life or dig deeper and make
something positive out of adversity. I chose the latter and I think that prior adversity has been a real impetus behind my drive to succeed at University.
Survey respondents
All I need is my foot in the door and I’ll drive a wedge through that until I get what I want because at the end of the day, if you’re not doing it for what
you want, you’ll end up just falling by the wayside because other people’s dreams and goals will just be succeeding and overtaking yours. (Leon)
I would describe myself as a fighter. I’m pretty – what’s the word? Maybe “strong-willed”. If I want to do something, I will tackle every obstacle.
(Pippa)
I won’t give up – I’ll keep going back at something until they say “No, you can’t do it anymore”. So no matter how bad this gets – uni in general – if I
fail this semester and again and again, I’ll keep coming back to try and get to the end because I’ve made it this far. (Lucy)
Resilient [laughing]. Very resilient and resourceful. Yep, and I also think that I’m quite outspoken because with all my resilient resourcefulness I’ve
had to be, you know? I ask for help, I apply for extensions. If I didn’t have that ability, I couldn’t do university as a mother, as an adult carer, as the
only person in my family who’s been to university because I can’t ask anyone in my family for advice, I can’t get help with assignments so I’ve had to
find it. (Isabel)
I’m self-motivated, so everything I do I’m motivated because of the hard life I went through so I see education like it’s very important and especially
I’m the first one to go to university in my family ever, from my mum – so my mum never gone to school and my grandma, never. (Labreisha)
Familial Capital

I would say, like, mum and dad always stressed the mentality of “If you start something, finish it, no matter what it is. If you say you’re going to do
something, if you tell someone you’re going to do something, do it. Stick to your word” kind of deal. (Lucas)
It’s like having grit; I think I’ve got my determination from my mum; she’s a very gritty person that can grind out stuff and I think that that’s kind of
what I’ve got from that sort of experience. (Nathan)
I guess that value of putting in an effort, yeah, treatment, achievement, seeing the task through to the end. We’ve got a bit of a family mantra that you
don’t give up, you’ll do what you said you were going to do. We don’t do things half-heartedly. (Nicole)
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That persistence – you just keep on going because that’s what you want; you don’t give up – it’s what you do and it almost comes naturally. It’s very
organic within our family. I know that other families or other people it doesn’t come as naturally but when you’ve been surrounded by your whole life
in the face of sadness, grief, you know, the unknown – after seeing all those things play out, you just keep on going. (Erin)
??? i began my degree when i was 36 years of age. I was 'terrible' at school, coming from a low socio-economic background, food was scarce and rife
with domestic violence, so i could not concentrate. It was not until i had gotten to age that i felt safe and secure that i decided to embark on the
journey of study - and have loved every bit of it. (Survey?)(Not sure about this one)
So primarily I think it’s the expectation from my parents that I would finish university and the example that I’ve set for my siblings and in terms of me
personally, (Leon)
I think when I graduate, it’s going to be fabulous. My dad was very supportive that I was the first person to go to uni and he’s really proud of me and
things like that so I think once I finally graduate and being that first, everyone will be really happy. They’ll be like “You finished uni. Well done”,
kind of thing. (Dyahn)
my achievements are also my parents’ achievements because without them I wouldn’t have been able to do this. (Erin)
It’s like I took them to university with me and showed them around the campus and they were like, “Oh, we want to come here mummy”, whereas that
was never given to me. I was always told, “You can be a waitress or maybe an air hostess and that’s about it. That’s as clever as you can be and
you’re no good at maths and you’ll never amount to anything so don’t aspire to anything above what you can possibly achieve”. So I’ve changed
that. Actually that was probably my primary motivation is to change that cycle and stop that toxic cycle and to motivate my children. (Lara)
I guess I wanted to show my mum that I could grind it out and succeed. It was very important to me to finish university for her. (Nathan)
our parents are really proud of us for where we are, “Oh, I’m so proud of Sam. He’s studying at the moment. He’s going to graduate” and whatnot.
I want them to be actually have the “Oh, I’m so proud of Sam. He got through”, rather than, “He almost did and then he couldn’t take it anymore”.
It’s for their sake as well now. (sam)
My mum supporting me financially and emotionally has assisted me. I would not have been able to get through uni and pracs without her generousity
and kindness. Being able to have my lisence and access to a car has helped because I believe it would have been a deterrent for me to have to take
public transport. (Survey)
My parents are the absolute biggest influence, they did not attend uni but supported any decision I made for the future and have bent over backwards
to ensure I can attend despite not living locally to UOW eg transport Survey)
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Yeah, and I just didn’t do it because there was no much pressure to... “No, university is no good. You just read books” and the whole family is dead
against it; “Get a proper job” – they didn’t even like me doing Year 11, like, “No, get a job. Everyone else got a job. Why can’t you?” But I’d
say to myself now, “Just do it. Don’t listen. Just do it”. (Aaron)
Help Seeking
Behaviours

I had asked the question, so when I was enrolling, I had asked, “What happens if I fail this unit? What happens if I fail two units?” And I had that
process explained to me fairly clearly so I knew what was going on.
I did have other people doing the courses with me that didn’t know the process and I used to wonder, “How did they enrol and not know the
process?” But I suppose some people – they might be very nervous when they’re enrolling and they don’t think to ask or if it’s been explained, they
might not remember; a bit like being at the doctor’s. (Aaron)
Access to information about university was another critical issue. I was a bit overawed by the university website at the time and seeking information
on that website was kind of like “Oh, there’s too much here. Where do I start?” Overcoming that, I had to use people like careers advisors and year
advisors and they were fundamental but, again, I think friendship and friend relationships were really important because we were able to seek out and
acquire that information together. (Bradley)
Personal research in terms of looking up things, seeing what other people have said about it – really weighing up what other people’s opinions as
well as... (Hayley)
not knowing what uni was like in any small or great aspect and not really getting prepped that much by school or anyone that really knew what to
expect and then early on, just like with help and kind of if you didn’t go “Stuff it, I’m struggling. I’m going to ask 20 people how to get myself out of a
hole” then I wouldn’t have probably passed a few of those papers. (Fiona)
I ask for help, I apply for extensions. If I didn’t have that ability, I couldn’t do university as a mother, as an adult carer, as the only person in my
family who’s been to university because I can’t ask anyone in my family for advice, I can’t get help with assignments so I’ve had to find it. (Isabel)
So if I get stuck or if I’m not quite getting something, especially with online education, it’s a little bit more challenging than face-to-face learning, I
kind of just have to find it in myself to find the answer or figure it out or use the right resources, whether it’s contacting my tutor or going on the
online discussion boards to get my answers and things like that. (Jennifer)
I think if you’re open to it, the uni has supports there but you’ve got to be pro-active in letting it help you if you know what I mean. (Josie)
After the lecture I’d be breaking my arse down there asking for more extra notes, asking for this, asking for that, “I didn’t understand this. Can you
explain this again?” (Leon)
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Experiential Capital

I feel like the event kind of made me a stronger person. (Nathan)
And now, having been through what I’ve been through in my life to this point, it’s been important that I kind of find something that I connect with
(Donna)
I think my resilience. I think I’m very proud of that. Very, very long stories that I could go through but I’ve had to be resilient – I dropped out of high
school, I was homeless for a while, the father of my first born child passed away, then I got married, my husband and I had a child that passed away –
I’ve had a whole huge massive difficult life (Isabel)
feel like though, it’s kind of those “If it doesn’t kill you it does make you really stronger” and you say “Well, I coped with that so I can cope”, you
know. (Josie)
Anyone that can survive poverty, definitely. Definitely, because you really do have to be creative. (Mahalia)
the really kick-ass exciting thing about this is I feel that I’ve been able to put a lot of the experiences that I’ve had in a toolbox, you know, it’s really
exciting because I thought the worst thing that could ever happen in my life is if I ever ended up just being a victim of it and I’m not. (Michelle)
What makes me different is I think by having cancer that made me reassess my life more to say, “Well, you know what, I’ve only got a short amount of
time” – (Pippa)
I have had some negative experiences which I believe have actually benefited me in ways because I am more motivated to set high goals and work
hard to achieve them. (survey respondents)
Coming from a rural background, often we were not offered the same opportunities as people who were. This makes you work harder to achieve the
same goal. (Survey)
After leaving a situation of domestic violence and during another period of depression I was tossing up whether to end my life or dig deeper and make
something positive out of adversity. I chose the latter and I think that prior adversity has been a real impetus behind my drive to succeed at University.
(Survey)

Reflexivity

I’ve always found it’s not about how you fail, it’s how you pick yourself up and learn from it and apply that to the next situation. (Leon)
You know, I’ve really pushed myself to my limits in this and I think I keep finding new ceilings of those limits. I think, “Okay, I can’t possibly do
anymore” and then I find something else that I can just stretch a tiny bit more. So I think finding those capacities that, you know, is reaffirming –
that’s been good. It’s also been really hard but yeah, just finding those inner strengths I didn’t know that I had. (Miriam)
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I think having that critical view that you get from being at uni, you seem to have more control over what’s happening to you. (Aaron) OR
I think because I wanted to be changed by the experience and I was ready to immerse fully and let the university experience change me instead of
trying to use the university experience to prove that I already knew everything. I wanted it to change me and so it did and out of that experience, I’ve
been a winner really because it hasn’t always been easy but I got what I wanted. I got to be changed. (Aaron)
I think I’m a lot more critically reflective of myself and I looked at why I failed and I worked out it was because of me and then I realised that well, if I
change my habits then I can easily get through (Drew)
But to get the most out of university, you have to be willing to take apart a bit of yourself and realise that we don’t know everything. I unlearned so
much to learn what I now know and it was the most rewarding thing I’ve ever done. (Evelyn)
Yeah, I had to change my perceptions of myself to be able to be like, “Okay, everyone’s path is different. You’re not the same as everyone else” and
that’s why I had to overcome that barrier. (Layla)
I guess self-reflection is a big thing that’s just natural to me, for whatever reason and that helps a lot in being here, especially social work because so
much of it is about your practice and your skills and reflecting on those skills and how you interact with others and how that impacts on how they
respond. So yeah, that’s been beneficial. (Nerida)
I was just thinking about what happiness actually means basically and I’ve had a bit of a crisis, like I was trying to work out what I was actually going
to do to have a meaningful existence and I came to the conclusion of living in a community, a small community and whatnot. (Thomas)
Maturity

I’m very thankful that I decided to go through with this and that it was the right choice for me. But like I said, it took me a really long time to get here
and I don’t think as a school leaver, I would have been in this situation. (Danielle)
So in some aspects, I worked a lot harder than the young students coming straight from school, however, in other aspects because of my vast working
experience, it all makes a lot more sense; I can connect to real life and in those aspects, it was a lot easier.
Quite willing to help other people so the smart young people realised, “Ooh, these oldies, they know a lot of things. I’ll work with them in a group”
[laughing]. (Erica)
Being a mature age student as well, I think I’ve had plenty of years to reflect and think about what I would do if I could go to uni if I had that
opportunity and I think it’s more pronounced as you get older because you can narrow things down and you can follow that path because you know
that that’s what you want. (Helen)
I mean the only other thing I wanted to add with socialising at the university, is I came from a low socioeconomic background and most of the other
students haven’t; they have come from a higher class and I don’t have the money to buy fancy shoes and fancy clothes and fancy pens and pencils and
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laptops and things. I don’t have that money, we have to live quite frugal and there is judgement from that – there is. Especially at first, before I
started getting really good grades, I would end up sitting by myself. I didn’t have people talking to me at lunch and recess – not recess but you know,
your lunch time and in breaks – I felt quite shunned. I went to university as an adult though so I didn’t feel like I had to socialise whereas I feel like if
I was younger and I went into university as the first person in my family, I didn’t have support at home and then all of the other students then looked
down on me, I would not have been able to cope with that and I probably would have dropped out. (Isabel)
My younger self? Yeah, I think my younger self would have been too distracted. Yeah, probably wait till you’ve had some life experience and then
consider higher studies. (Nicole)
I think if I was young there would have been heaps of negatives and I wouldn’t have been a successful student because I would have been far more
interested in doing all the things I’d never done before rather than sitting at my desk writing an essay, (Olivia)
You know as you go through life, I think the maturity and working with groups and things not always going the way that you want them to in a
working environment – that’s definitely helped me at university. Definitely. (Trish)
Discipline manifested
in various aspects of
life

When I was younger I used to do dancing and I just danced my whole life and it’s kind of instilled in me with the whole fact that if you want something
you need to work hard for it, you need to work hard every day to get to your goal and the only way to do that is if you set yourself goals and incentives
to work hard towards it. (Lily)
I’m very organised. I think that comes from my background of event organising too. I know what has to be done and I set myself up before each
semester, beginning of every week, I know exactly what has to be done that week. (Trish)
just to get on with it, just being able to set goals and achieve those goals and know exactly how you’re going to do it. I don't know, organisation.
(Bernadette)

Questioning the
status quo

During university, particularly in my first year, I struggled where there weren’t really well-designed boundaries around questions. I could never
work out when a question is being asked, do I answer it shallow, medium, deep, extra deep? I could never work out exactly where the limits were to a
question and I complained. One of my lecturers, who is my course coordinator, actually changed the way she put the questions. She’s very clear
about the boundaries now and even though not every lecturer or every coordinator does it, that extra time of being able to get used to what’s expected
with boundaries in place let me work out what other lecturers wanted when they asked a question or an assessment task. (Aaron)
that drive to want to get out and see the world was really important. Yeah, it sort of made me then probably wanting to decide what I wanted to do
because I didn’t really have any idea; being in such a small community it was just you were expected to probably remain in small communities or
marry a farmer or something like that. I knew that wasn’t for me but because I really hadn’t seen much of the world… (Belinda)
I also felt that going to university would help me escape I guess what I would call “the under-class” community – within housing commission you
know, I saw a lot of drug abuse and mental illness and I saw a lot of despair and they also have in the under-class community, they reject the
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mainstream community’s kind of values, aspirations and justice system and so they have their own internal justice system and I kind of rejected a lot
of that culture that was from my under-class, from that community. (Eleanor)
This is something I just wanted to do all my life; I wasn’t just able to accept like say for instance, “Why is there water on the grass when it hasn’t
rained?” You know, I would question things like this and, you know, things like that so I’ve always wanted to do this and the fact that it is a more
male dominant degree and I am older and all these odds stacked against me, it’s just something that I wanted to do. (Pippa)
other students’ negativity and the put-downs, “You can’t do it. You can’t achieve it from the low social background and you can’t do it. People don’t
go to university from families that are born in low social backgrounds”. Other than that, but I overcame that and that didn’t stop me from attending
university or applying so it’s just that but that didn’t bother me. I didn’t pay attention to it. (Raina)
I’m always rebelling against that stereotype. I have a real problem with gender-based tasks, you know, just because I’m mum and I’m a woman,
you’re 19 now. I’ve always had that chip on my shoulder about just because I’m a girl it doesn’t mean I... I mean my husband used to send his
clothes back to New South Wales to be altered to take his hems up because I’m like “No, you can do it. You can sew just as easily as I can”, so he’d
send them home to his mum [laughing]. She once sent me a little sewing machine, a little hand portable, battery operated thing. I never took it out of
its box. (Ruth)
If anything, I think about what life would be if I didn't go to uni, and aim away from that by continuing to study. (Survey)
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